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Abstract

In this thesis we describe a new type of strain sensor which can be used to measure strain

in civil structures. This strain sensor is a passive resonant cavity that can be embedded in

a structure with an antenna attached. Changes in strain will by definition change

dimensions of the sensor cavity, and hence change the sensor's resonant frequency. The

resonant frequency of this device can be remotely interrogated using RF signals. Such a

system has the advantage of requiring no perïnanent physical connection between the

sensor and the data acquisition systern. The design presented here is a coaxial cavity

resonator that exhibits electromagnetic resonance for wavelengths two times its cavity

length and operates at a frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz, and exhibits a shift in

resonance of 2.4 kHz per microstrain. Methods of noise reduction are presented

including time domain gating in the detector circuit and also using phase sensitive

detection techniques. A power budget and er¡or calculations are presented demonstrating

that noise limits can still be improved upon. Experimental results have shown high

linearity, low hysteresis, and a strain resolution of better than 1 microstrain with a

bandwidth of 30 Hz on this sensor. Strain tests have also shown good agreement with

measurements frorn metal foil strain sensors. This new class of embeddable sensor will

have application in monitoring the health of and assessing damage in civil structures.
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Chapter 1 lntroduction

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate a novel strain measuring system for use in civil

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) applications. SHM is a major interdisciplinary

research area that involves collaboration between industry, governrnent policyrnakers,

and researchers in civil, mechanical, electrical and computer engineering. An SHM

system is denoted by the ability to detect and interpret adverse changes in a structure in

an attempt to reduce life-cycle costs and to improve reliability of the stmcture tl] bV

detecting and localizing damage in a structure, estimating the extent of damage, and

predicting the residual life of the structure.

Strain is a unitless quantity which is defined by an object's change in length over its

nominal length. This quantity in particular is of interest in civil infrastructure because it is

a fundamental measure of structural perfonnance. It provides information as to how well

a structure is able to support itself and the extra load applied to it under cyclic loading

conditions [2]. As SHM products are gradually progressing from demonstration projects

into engineering practice, it is becoming evident that having sensors which are suitable

for use in civil applications is crucial to their successful deployment and integration. Civil

requirements for a SHM system demand a robust sensor which can be easily handled on a

construction site, withstand the pouring and curing of concrete, tolerate the freeze thaw

cycle of seasonal changes [3], with an overall lifespan that can meet or exceed that of the

l1
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structure in which it is to be used. Ideally a strain sensor should offer an unalnbiguous

ûleasurerlent of strain with high resolution over a range of several hundred microstrain.

The systern should provide infonnation that is useful and easy to use, be cornprised of

widely available low cost technology, have low manufacturing and deployment costs, be

scalable, allow for many sensors to be integrated to provide sufficient data for modeling

and analysis of the structure, and have minimal power requirements [a].

The scope of this thesis will involve devising, constructing, testing, and validating a

prototype wireless strain sensing system that would be suitable and viable for use in civil

infrastructure monitoring appli cations.

1.1 Background to structural Heatth Monitoring (sHM)

New civil engineering construction is the world's largest industry - accounting for more

than l0o/o of the world's gross dornestic product l4]. Currently, civil infrastructure

investment in the United States alone is estimated to be over S25 trillion 15]. However,

these investments are rapidly deteriorating due to overuse, overloadin g, ãEC, and damage

from naturalhazards [4]. Of the 40,000 bridges in Canada, approximately 41%owill need

to be replaced in the next 10 to 20 years. In the United States, approximately 50%o of

bridges were constructed prior to the 1940's, and of those, between 35% 16lfo 42%o are

now considered to be structurally deficient l7l - requiring repair, reinforcing, widening

or replacement. Of the approximately 600,000 bridges in the US, roughly 10,000 bridges

are constructed, rehabilitated, or replaced each year Ig].

l2
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This deterioration is not a phenomenon that is isolated to the United States or North

America. The deterioration of civil infrastructure in North America, Europe, and Japan

[7] has been well documented and publicized. Part of the problem is the increasing

demands of bearing capacity and traffic loads that in many cases, exceeds original design

plans [9]. This plight is also mirrored in other countries such as Korea [10] and Columbia

[11], where catastrophic failures within the past decade have brought the situation to

public attention.

Because of the irnportance of civil infrastructure on the economical life of a country,

governnlents have put considerable resources into repairìng and maintaining them. In

2003, the Safe, Accountable, Flexible and Efficient Transportation Equity Act (SAFTEA)

in the US allocated US$179 billion to highway and safetyprograms and US$22 billion

for bridge replacement and rehabilitation over a six year period.

The coincidence of expiring lifespan of current structures, and newly available

technology has allowed governments to investigate tools which can enhance life cycle

perfonnance and decrease the maintenance costs of new civil infrastructure. For this

reason, governments have demonstrated interest in irnplementing SHM systems in these

structures as they repair and replace them. The numerous reasons include being able to

locahze and quantify any degradation andlor damage to a structure such that the

structure's reliability, perfonnance, safety, residual service life and life cycle costs can be

13
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accurately assessed. Infonnation could be obtained regarding structural safety for use

under various conditions such as high axle loads and high wind conditions, and whether

the structures remained sufficiently stable after fractures appear and earthquakes occur.

Currently, the predominant method of structural assessment still relies on visual

inspection by trained technicians. This is costly, inefficient, and highly prone to error.

Use of SHM systems may enable a reduction of scheduled inspections while improving

the efficiency and accuracy of maintenance. In many cases, serious damage is not

visually obvious, and irnpossible to determine without destructive methods. This was

demonstrated after the Hyogoken-Nambu earthquake in 1995, where many of the

structure's supporting piles were severely darnaged although the superstructure on top did

not show any serious flaws [12]. As well, employing SHM would allow designers and

engineers to more fully understand loading effects of structures - enhancing future

designs.

Several long term monitoring projects have already evolved into SHM systems in place

in several locations world wide including North America, Japan 112-141, Hong Kong,

Europe [9,15], China [16], and Taiwan [17] amongst others [18]. Global governrnents

may eventually pass legislation that requires the irnplementation of SHM as a cost

effective measure of validating design specifications, as well for assessing structural

performance, servicing requirements, and residual lifetime. Singapore's current program

of major infrastructure upgrades already includes a provision for SHM in tender

t4
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specif,ications - making it the contractor's responsibility to provide satisfactory evidence

of performance improvement [18].

At present, some of the key obstacles to widespread adoption of SHM include the lack of

suitable sensing systems for easy deplolrnent, and the high costs of implementation.

1.2 Current Strain Sensors

Metal foil, fiber optic and vibrating wire sensors are currently the predominant strain

sensor products used for civil SHM. Metal foil strain sensors are small, thin, rnetallic

devices whose electrical resistance changes with applied strain. In order to measure strain

with these sensors they are typically connected to a Wheatstone Bridge l27l - an electric

circuit that is capable of rneasuring the minute changes in resistance corresponding to

strain. Though resistance is a quantity that is easy to measure, one of the significant

drawbacks of metal foil sensors is their susceptibility to effects such as corrosion and gas

diffusion over long periods of time. As these effects will also affect their electrical

resistance, the accuracy of this sensor's strain measurements will decrease over time.

A vibrating wire strain gauge consists of a tensioned steel wire between two end blocks

that are bonded, welded, or embedded in a structure. A vibrating wire is read by using

voltage pulses in a magnetic assembly located at the center of the wire. The magnet

'plucks' the wire like a guitar string and then measures the resulting frequency of

15
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oscillation. As the structure undergoes strain, the tension in the wire will change -
resulting in a change in the resonant frequency of the wire. The advantages of vibrating

strain gauges are their insensitivíty to electrical noise, capability for operation of the

sensor in wet operating conditions, and capability of signal transmission over long

distances without extensive loss of signal.

Fiber optic sensors, meanwhile, measure strain by detecting variations of laser

wavelengths entering and exiting a glass fiber. There are numerous ways of using fiber

optic sensors for strain measurement, including Brillouin scattering [19], Fiber Bragg

Grating (FBG), and SOFO (Surveillance d'Ouvrages par Fiber Optiques) [13], ro name

just a few techniques. Fiber optic sensors have recently garnered a lot of attention

because of several inherent advantages that include resistance to corrosion, and

insensitivity to electromagnetic interference (EMI). Additionally, the sensors are very

compact and very sensitive 120-221. However, they are expensive, and fragile. Typical

costs of a fiber interrogation system are between 540,000 and $60,000. The maximum

sweep speed of a tunable or variable wavelength laser also imposes an upper limit on the

strain measurement rate of a few hundred Hz l23l which is insufficient for some

applications.

Existing sensors' operating deficiencies are dwarfed by their installation costs, which is

currently a chief constraint to widespread SHM adoption. Metal foil and fiber optic

sensor both require that the sensors be physically bonded to the structure. This time

16
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consuming work requires expensive skilled labour and disrupts construction activity. The

biggest disadvantage to metal foil, vibrating wire, and fiber optic sensors is that they must

all be physically connected to their interrogators. This necessitates the laying of large

amounts of conduit to carry and organize the cables connecting the sensor and the

interrogation unit and then manually pulling the cables through the conduit. The structure

design must further include a designated location where all the cables exit the structure

and connect to an interrogation system. This location requires a power supply for the

interrogator and must also be accessible to field technicians. Because all cables exit a

single area, clear documentation must identify the individual sensors. Field installations

have shown that the cost of installing the conduit and cables can more than double the

combined costs of the actual sensors and interrogation system. For example, the cost of

installing a monitoring system in the Tsing Ma suspension bridge in Hong Kong was

reported to be over $27,000 per sensor channel1241.

For both metal foil and fiber optic sensors, because an adhesive material sits between the

sensors and the strained surface, the installation is sensitive to creep due to degradation of

the bond, temperature influences, and hysteresis caused by thermo-elastic strain [25].

Despite all this cost and effort, the sensors may debond from the concrete during the

surrounding structure's long lifetime, rendering them useless. The connections

themselves are also susceptible to damage from weathering, wear, and moisture, and, in

colder climates, ice as well. Additionally, the wired connection is also the subject of

17
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added complexities when servicing or repaidng sections of the structure because they are

prone to damage126l.

A wireless strain system eliminates many of the costs and complexities introduced by

physical connections by completely separating the sensor from the interrogator.

1.3 Wireless Sensors

Obviously, wireless technology can present many advantages over wired systems. As in

the case of cordless and cellular telephones, television and stereo remote controllers,

wireless internet connectivity, and even some computer mice and keyboards, freedorn

from wires can provide convenience by adding flexibility and relaxing constraints on the

user' However, in the absence of an inexhaustible portable power supply, constraints in

battery life leads to heightened interest in passive sensors for situations where lifespan

are conceñls. In this section, a brief discussion of curent wireless sensing technologies is

presented' This discussion will cover active and passive devices including Surface

Acoustic Wave (SAW) based and Radio Frequency (RF) sensors.

1.3.1 Active Wireless Sensors

Wireless sensing systems can be achieved by simply connecting a wireless transceiver to

a sensor node - making use of currently existing wireless cornmunications channels such

as Cellular Digital Packet Data (CDPD) or General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) t2gl

for long range transmission and Bluetooth or Wireless Ethemet 124] for short range

18
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transmission. The sensor node communicates with a base station or receiver \¡/hich can

accumulate and process the data provided by the sensor.

These wireless networks can operate by having sensors physically connected to a simple,

rugged Data Acquisitíon System (DAQ) which then communicates wirelessly to the

central host as shown in Figure 1.1a, or with individual sensors and transmitters and a

single host receiver which interrogates the sensors locally as shown in Figure 1.1b [26]

with the wireless advantage in the fonner being limited as it still suffers from many of the

same problems that plague wired sensor networks.

Figure 1.1 Two implementations of wireless infrastructure for sensing networks [26].

The larger problerns of this system include supplying power to the transmitter, and the

large amounts of data which must be passed through a wireless communication channel,

which is a highly power intensive process when data quantities and transmission

distances are large [29]. As well, it is computationally intensive for a single unit to deal

with large amounts of data provided by several data acquisition nodes t30]. A method of

dealing with this is to add cornputational capabilities at each of the nodes - allowing data

to be pre-processed and decimated before being sent to the main data acquisition system

[31]. However, this requires that complex circuitry with computational capabilities exist

19
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at each node [32,33]. As well, loss of information in the processing and decirnation may

hinder subsequent analysis of significant events.

This kind of system might be appropriate for applications where power supply is readily

available in the sensor's general vicinity, and wireless comrnunication is only

implemented as a method of simplifying consolidated data collection - such as the case

for monitoring vibrations on light standards l24l or traffic flow [28]. However, in the

cases where a power supply is not readily available, either by design omission, or because

the sensor is a retrofitted sensing system on an existing structure, using existing wireless

infrastructure is not a very practical solution as the system would necessitate the heavy

use of battery power 124,32). As battery technology has not advanced to the point where

electronic transmission devices can run continuously for years without replacement of the

power supply [34], this can pose a huge problern for sensors that are embedded in

inaccessible locations such as in bridges, roadways and subway systems.

It is not a economically viable, nor is it an environmentally at1rractive option to implement

wireless sensing at the cost of continually replacing batteries. Because it is not always

possible to provide a constant supply of power to the sensor node, research in wireless

sensing has looked towards extending sensor life by reducing power requirements for the

wireless transceiver units. These efforts have included reducing the operating voltage of

the circuitry, reducing the clock frequency in the microchip, making energy awaÍe

20
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systems that can make intelligent processing and transmission decisions [34]. and

reducing power through the use of sleep rnodes [24].

As well, interest has been demonstrated in the development of alternative methods of

powering circuitry. Some techniques which have been investigated include using

inductive coupling to send power to the sensor by the continuous or periodic transmission

of an RF signal from a nearby source [3,35], and also systems which scavenge power

from the environment 13 6,371.

1-3.2 Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) Devices

Acoustic wave devices are fabricated to generate mechanical waves that propagate

through (Bulk Acoustic Wave), or along the surface (Surface Acoustic Wave) of a solid

material. Surface acoustic waves were first charactenzed in 1885 by Lord Raleigh as

waves could be propagated over the plane boundary between a linearly elastic half-space

and a vacuum (or a sufficiently rarefied medium such as air) [38] as a hypothesis to the

effects of earthquakes. This prediction was confirmed in the 7920's with the invention of

the seismograph.

Also known as Raleigh waves, surface acoustic waves travel along the surface of the

material. These waves are comprised of a longitudinal and vertical shear component that

can couple with a medium in contact with the device's surface - allowing the use of such

a device as a sensing element. The amplitude of surface acoustic waves decays
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exponentially with depth, with virtually all of the acoustic energy confined within a one

wavelength distance from the materials surface. The mechanical deformation of the

material is shown in Figure 1.2. The vertices in the lattice show where material particles

would have been equidistant horizontally and vertically in the absence of wave motion

[38].

Figure 1.2 - Surface wave propagating will mechanically deform the materiat. [38]

Electronic SAW devices are produced by patterning an Interdigital Transducer (IDT)

onto a piezoelectric substrate. A piezoelectric material is one that generates an electric

charge when mechanically deformed [39,40]. Conversely, when an external electric field

is applied, the piezoelectric materials will mechanically deform. The IDT allows

mechanical oscillations to be induced in the material with application of a AC electrical

signal to the conductor on the material's surface.

The simplest IDT's are composed of periodically spaced planar metal lines with altemate

lines connected via a common bus bar. The bus bar provides the electrical input to the

IDT. These devices can operate as wireless devices if the signal is coupled into the IDT

bus bar via an attached antenna. An illustration of a simple IDT is shown below in Figure
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1.3 (left), with a cross sectional view shown to the right. Because the IDT is a simple

planar structure on top of the surface, it can be pattemed by photolithographic process

standard to IC fabrication; rnaking fabrication of these devices relatively inexpensive.

Applying a DC voltage to the two bus bars will generate a static electrical field between

alternate IDT fingers, stimulating an elastic deformation in the piezoelectric material as

shown in Figure 1.3 (right). If an AC voltage is applied to the bus bars, an oscillating

harmonic defonnation is generated, resulting in elastic surface v/aves radiating out of the

transducer in a direction notmal to the electrodes. Conversely, the IDT can also be used

to sense surface acoustic waves. An acoustic wave entering an IDT will generate an

oscillating electrical potential in the IDT, and therefore an electrical RF output signal

between the two electrode combs. If an antenna is connected to the bus bars, the RF

signal will be coupled into free space where it can be picked up by a receiver.

I{cclt*rric¡l
dis¡lacerncnt

'I ttp r'ìr-'u

Figure 1.3 Simple IDT configuration for
finger period p [41].

C'l'oss ssclio¡ral r.icrv A-lJ

SAW generation on piezoelectric substrate showing

l::lcctric licl(l I ir:es

Piczoc[cctric substr¿rtc
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Typical piezoelectric substrates for SAW devices are Quartz (SiO2), Lithium Niobate

(LiNbO3) and Lithiurn Tantalite (LiTaO3) [41], as well as gallium arsenide (GaAs), zinc

oxide (ZnO) and lead zirconium titanate (PZT) [a3]. The acoustic loss in these materials

is nearly negligible at 434 MHz, but at 2.45 GHz, the loss of SAW on Quartz or Lithium

tantalite is extremely high [41]. For this reason, typical SAW devices operate in the 25-

500 MHz range. Typical sAw amplitudes are approximately I nm 142,431, with

wavelengths that range from 1 - 100 microns.

The efficiency of the IDT for generating and receiving surface waves is a maximum

when the finger period p coincides with one half of the acoustic wavelength [41]:

À: vnrr/f (1.1)

where vpn is the phase velocity of the wave. Hence, the

synchronous, frequency of the IDT for a given substrate

interdigital period p, and is given by the expression:

fo:vrtl2p

fundamental resonance, or

is dependant only on the

(1.2)

Changing the length, width, position or thickness of the IDT will change the operating

characteristics of the SAW device.
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1.3.2.1 SAW Wireless Sensor

Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices have shown great promise for a variety of

wireless sensing applications. These applications include but are not limited to sensing

pressure, force, temperature, strain, torque, pH, electric fields, chemical vapours, and

humidity 144-541. The achievable device access rate is 10s readings/s, with a range of a

few meters. This allows SAW devices to be used for communication and sensing in fast

rnoving objects or vehicles, such as in monitoring braking wheel terrperatures of trains,

as well as pressure and friction in automobile tires [41]. A cornplete wireless sensor

system consists of a passive (SAW) transponder and a local Radio Frequency (RF)

transceiver working as reader or interrogator unit.

To begin, an RF burst transrnitted by the interrogator is received by the antenna of the

(SAW) transponder. The antenna is typically a dipole, loop, or patch configuration [41].

The received RF energy is coupled into the IDT of the SAW device where it generates a

surface wave that will propagate for some distance through the material before being

transformed back into RF form and retransmitted to the radio transceiver. Small changes

in the propagation path by physical phenomenon will be reflected in wave properties such

as amplitude, velocity, phase and frequency 1451, which can be detected and interpreted

in the retumed RF signal.
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SAW sensors can be one pofi or two port devices. In a two poft configuration, the IDTs

are placed at opposite ends of the SAW device. One IDT generates the surface wave, and

the other IDT receives the wave and transfonns it back to an RF signal.

transponder
antenna

Jti:-

Figure 1.4 Two port SAW sensing device

Amplitude, frequency, phase, and time delay of the RF response are affected by

properties of the SAW propagation mechanism. As SAW velocities are strongly

influenced by factors such as pressure and temperature, they can be used to sense both.

To separate the two effects, temperature sensors are contained in hermetically sealed

packages to remove the effects of mass loading and pressure changes. These temperature

sensors have been shown to have rnillidegree resolution, good linearity, and low

hysteresis þ21. To compensate for temperature changes in a pressure sensor, a second

SAW device is located in close proxirnity but isolated from the stresses acting on the

pressure sensor. The effects of temperature can then be effectively subtracted out from

the overall reading, resulting in a temperature compensate pressure sensor.
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SAW propagation is also highly sensitive to mass loading on the surface of the material.

This can be exploited to form particulate, thickness and chemical vapour sensors. Coating

the surface of the SAW device with an adhesive material can cause any particulate

landing on the surface to remain in place, perturbing wave propagation. In the case of

film thickness sensors, the surface is uncoated, but left exposed in a film deposition

chamber. As the device frequency is proportional to the mass of the deposited fìlm, the

sensor provides data by measuring the deposition rate of mass on its surface. Chemical

vapour sensors operate on the same principle. However, in this case, the surface of the

sensor is again coated with a material that will selectively absorb or react with vapours of

interest which again results in mass loading or unloading of the sensor [42].

Two port SAW devices can also be used in conjunction with a conventional sensor where

the output will vary impedance l47l as shown below in Figure 1.5. In this configuration,

the load impedance acts as a variable reflector. Changes in properties of the extemal

sensor will result in varying impedance of the IDT, changing the acoustic reflection

properties. In some configurations, the impedance can vary from almost inf,rnity in the

open circuit case to almost zero in the short circuit case.
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RF request TDT

"*:JI_*

RF
fespûnsr

Figure 1.5 Two port SAW used in conjunction with impedance varying classical sensor [471

In a one port device, also known as Reflective Delay Line device, the IDT is located at

one end of the device. Reflective lines are placed such that as the surface waves

propagate in one direction, they are partially reflected at each reflector. When the

reflected wave returns to the source IDT it is transformed back into an RF signal and

returned to the interrogator as shown below in Figure 1.6.

transponder
antenna

transducer reflectors

nJïlr/rL

Figure 1.6 One port SAW sensing device [41]

rFT

load impe.dance
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This response signal contains information about the number and relative position of

reflectors as well as the propagation properties of the SA\M wave. This is a popular use of

SAW devices because it allows easy integration of sensor tagging.

In some cases, the entire function of the SAW device is ID tagging. With a sufficiently

large nurnber of reflectors, a unique identification sequence can be coded through their

placernent on the SAW device. In this way, devices can be uniquely identified by a

particular sequence of reflected pulses. This idea has been implemented in the form of

"slnart cards" for keyless entry systems, automobiles for toll collection in Norway, parts

tracking in automobile production lines and also subway car identification in Germany

1411.

Other applications of reflective delay lines for sensing systems include monitoring

temperature, force, displacement, torque, pressure amongst many others. Temperafure

measurement can be accomplished by measuring the phase difference between the first

and last reflection. Torque pressure, and displacement measure changes in the reflected

signal due to changes in the surface propagation length and elasticity constants.

One problem with using SAW devices as wireless sensors is separation of the

interrogation system from the response signal. However, because SAW waves travel very

slowly compared to RF signals in free space, this can be accomplished by time domain

separation as shown below in Figure 1.7.
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l----€nvrronrììÈlrtal Echoes -----l ¡'-- Sensor ---t
Echoes

Figure 1.7 Time domain separation of request pulse and RF response from SAW device [41]

Although SAW sensing devices have dernonstrated low cost, high sensitivity, reliability,

ruggedness and remarkable versatllity 142], they are not appropriate for all situations.

Civil applications dernand that devices and sensors can be protected from weathering,

wear and darnage over a prolonged lifespan. One way of accomplishing this is by

ernbedding devices into the concrete structure itself. However, it is logistically difficult to

envision how a SAw device might be put into practice in civil SHM systems.

1.3.3 lnductively Goupled Wireless Sensor

Inductive coupling is defined as the transfer of energy between two circuits through a

shared magnetic fìeld [55]. The two devices may be part of a single unit such as the

primary and secondary sides of a transforrner, or separated as in the case of two antennas

on a transmitter receiver pair. In some cases, inductive coupling is an undesirable effect

(such as crosstalk in circuits), and in others, such as this, it is a highly desirable quality

enabling a wireless connection for sensing capabilities.
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Wireless sensors have been developed based on inductive coupling between an embedded

sensor and an external detector antenna. in some cases, inductive coupling is used sirnply

to remotely power microsensors integrated with microelectronics [3].

When inductive coupling is used as a sensor, the systems typically involve the use of a

resonant LC sensing circuit where either the inductance [56] or capacitance 157-59] of the

circuit changes with the physical parameter being measured. This will result in changes

the overall resonant frequency of the sensor circuit which can be easily detected and

measured. Effectively, the sensor will act as a filter for an incoming radio wave [59]. This

type of sensing network exists in many fonns with various detection schemes.

1.3.3.1 Inductively Coupled Strain Sensor

A stress field causing strain on a structure can also deform a capacitor or inductive coil of

an embedded LC circuit. In one implementation, the sensor is a hollow, core-less multi-

turn solenoidal inductor 1.5 cm in diameter, soldered to a fixed bulk capacitor designed to

be used in monitoring of cornposite structures [56]. Applied strain on the structure

deforms the inductive coil from its norninal circular shape as shown below in Figure 1.8.

r= t*I
H*

Figure 1.8 Applied strain on the structure deforms the solenoidal inductor [56ì.
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In this example, a gate dip rneter used to detect changes in the resonant frequency of the

sensor. A gate dip meter operates by sweeping an RF signal over a fixed frequency band

while monitoring RF power. A LC circuit in close proxirnity to the meter will absorb a

portion of the RF power at its resonant frequency - resulting in a measurable dip in the

meter's level. The measured value can then be used to calculate change in dirnension of

the inductor, and hence applied strain.

Another implementation of a strain sensor has been designed for monitoring strain in a

automobile tire by detecting change in capacitance between steel wires embedded in the

tire [59]. This systern tnade use of a telernetric system for detection of resonant frequency.

1.3.3.2 other Applications of Inductively Coupled Wireless Sensors

Other examples of inductively coupled sensors include small IC and MEMs based

devices with variable capacitance in the LC circuit. For exarnple, a wireless capacitive

pressure sensor can be fabricated using a diaphragrn based capacitor with planar coil as

shown in Figure 1.9. [58].
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Fressurr furzci[t iÊ tap øcltcr
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Figure 1.9 Diagram of a MEMs based inductively coupled pressure sensor lvith planar inductor
and diaphragm based capacitor [58].

A design based on a planar inductor and a variable capacitance Interdigital Capacitor

(IDC) has also been demonstrated [57]. By coating the IDC with specific materials,

change in dielectric constant and hence capacitance can be observed with the effects of

temperature, humidity, complex permittivity, chemical agents and biological growth such

as yeast or bacteria cultures in a way directly analogous to sAW devices.

In general, inductively coupled wireless sensors can be made with an embedded LC

circuit and extemal circuit to detennine resonant frequency. Resonant frequency can be

determined by impedance meters, inductive telemetry systems, and/or dip meter type

devices.

1.4 wireless strain sensrng sysfem lJnder lnvestigation

The focus of this thesis will be a wireless, passive strain sensing device based on a RF

coaxial cavity resonator. Changes in strain are measured through shifts in the sensor's

resonant frequency. A simplified diagram of the system's operation is shown below in

Figure 1.10. Similar to SAW devices, this sensor is interrogated by first sending an RF
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request signal, and then measuring the sensor response to the request. The theoretical

basis of the sensor's operation and the relationship between applied strain and the

sensor's frequency response will be discussed in Chapter 2.

Design of a Novel Strain Sensing System
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This novel design leads to several unique advantages. Unlike metal foil strain sensors that

[leasure strain indirectly through change in resistance, the resonant cavity sensor

measures strain by measuring a fundamental change. Because the resonant frequency of

the sensor is only a function of cavity length, and a fundamental constant, we can see that

the effects of temperature, and humidity will have a minimal effect on the sensor's

accuracy. Unlike laser sources, RF signals can be generated easily and accurately [60],
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we can see that almost all sources of measurement drift have been accounted for and

removed. The standard electronic components employed by this system are much more

economical than their optical counterparts and can be purchased from vendors who

supply cellular phone manufacturers. Parts are therefore inexpensive, reliable, and readily

available. This overall systern is robust, easy to implement and protect, and will have low

deployment and maintenance costs.

Because the interrogator is detached from the structure under measurement, it can be

developed independently and is not required to last as long as the sensors. The

interrogator can also be updated to profit from newer and cheaper technology. This is

advantageous because the interrogator is the most complex and expensive part of the

system.

The prototype sensors are passive, so power connections are not required. Bonding is not

required because the concrete conforms around the sensor when it is cast, and it transfers

strain from the structure to the sensor once it sets. Installation involves simply placing the

sensors in the desired position and orientation. With the appropriate choice of material,

sensors can easily be expected to outlive the surrounding structure.

This design's scalability is one of its key benefits. Because it is inherently portable, a

single interrogation system can be used to service multiple sites. This sensor system is

economical regardless of the size of infrastructure being monitored because the sensors
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are inexpensive and installation costs are expected to be much lower than for currently

existing technologies. The cost of rnonitoring structures using existing systems, in

contrast, increases non-linearly with size due to the complexities involved in laying

conduit and organizing cables. The wireless sensors can also be installed individually, so

they can be either added to the structure during initial construction or added and

gradually updated in repair and retrofit projects. Although a single sensor failure might

reduce the amount of data obtainable from a structure, it will not necessitate the choice

between replacing or losing data frorn entire sections, which would typically occur in

fiber optic systems.

This thesis will focus on sensor charactefization and development of a wireless

interrogation system. Although a preliminary investigation into antennas which can be

embedded with the sensor has conducted, it will not be discussed in this thesis.
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Chapter 2 Sensor

The strain sensor under development is a simple RF resonant cavity. The sensor has been

specifically designed such that the cavity resonates at convenient microwave frequencies.

It can be connected to an antenna and hence signals can be transmitted and received from

it remotely. This chapter will first cover a general explanation of resonators and resonant

cavities' A theoretical basis of the sensor design in this strain sensing system will be

presented along with a model of the sensor showing expected results. As well, details of

the sensor's use, perfonnance, and installation procedure will be discussed.

2.1 Resonance

Resonance is a condition that can be found in electrical, mechanical and optical systems.

It is characterized by a system's behavior in response to input energy of various

frequencies, and particularly the frequency at which an input signal will result in

maximum amplitude. In the case of a driven systern, this point is marked by rnaximum

power transfer to the system and an increasing amplitude of the output up to a steady

state condition where the oscillations continue with constant arnplitude 16l, 62, 63, 641.

Quality factor, or Q factor, is a measure of how resonant a system is. For a high e circuit,

it is most often defined as 2n times the ratio of mean stored energy over the energy loss
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per cycle of oscillation [61], and can be measured as the product of resonant fi-equency in

radians/second, and the time constant describing the decay rate of power in the system.

Systems and devices which exhibit resonance are called resonators. In electronics, a

resonant circuit is a cornbination of frequency sensitive elements connected in such a way

as to provide a frequency selective response [65]. Electrical resonators are used in many

applications including fìlters, oscillators, frequency meters, tuned amplifiers and for

energy storage [63]. A basic electronic resonator is composed of either a series or parallel

arrangement of two reactive elements - inductance and capacitance. Depending on the

resonant frequencies desired, these elements can be in the fonn of discrete inductors and

capacitors, or may exist in distributed fonn in a transmission line of specific length.

2.2 Transmission Lines

Later in this chapter, a transmission line rnodel will be used to describe the behaviour of

the sensor. In this section, a brief introduction to transmission line theory is presented.

Transmission lines are a means of guiding energy propagation between a source and a

load [64]. Transmission lines that consist of two or more conductors in parallel can

support lwaves where the electric field and magnetic field are both perpendicular to the

direction of wave propagation. These waves are known as Transverse Electro Magnetic

(TEM) waves, and are uniquely defined by voltage, current and characteristic impedance

[63]. Typical TEM transmission lines include two wire, coaxial line and planar lines, wire

above conducting line, and microstrip lines (Figure 2.2). Of particular interest are coaxial
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lines which consist of a central insulated conductor mounted inside a tubular outer

conductor. The chief advantage of a coaxial line is rninirnal radiation losses as compared

to two wire and planar transmission lines because electrical and magnetic fields are

contained within the outer conductor and do not extend into space.

Ordinary circuit analysis with discrete elements requires that the physical dimensions of

each component be rnuch smaller than the electrical wavelength transmitted through them.

That is, the wavelength must be large enough that there is insignifìcant phase variation of

the wave propagating across the dimensions of the component.

Microwave frequencies encompass signals between 300 MHz and 300 GHz which

corespond to electrical wavelengths of 1 m and 1 mm respectively. At these frequencies,

the signal wavelength can be on the same scale as the dimensions of components and

connecting lines. Hence, the magnitude and phase of the voltage and current waves can

vary significantly over the length of the transmission line. A simple conductor will

exhibit effects of inductance, resistance, capacitance and conductance, and therefore

lumped element models are insufficient to describe their behaviour.

2,2.1 Transmission Line parameters

To describe the effects of microwave propagation through a conductor, a distributed

transmission line model can be used. In a distributed model, the effects of resistance,
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capacitance, inductance and conductance are spread along the transmission line and are

given as per unit length quantities. These parameters are described as follows 164l:

R : resistance in both conductors per unit length in O /m

Z : inductance in both conductors per unit length in H/m

G: conductance of the dielectric media per unit length in S/m

C: capacitance between the conductors per unit length in F/m

The behaviour of a small segment of the transmission line with the length Lz can then be

approximated with an electric circuit (Figure 2.1) with component values described by

the parameters R, L, G and C.

v(z+À2,1)

z z+Lz

Figure 2.1 - Electric circuit representing a small section of transmission line with length Lz 1671,

The values of these parameters can be calculated from the physical dimensions and

material properties of the transmission line. Equations goveming these values for coaxial

transmission lines are summarized in Table 2.1 where the dimensions are shown in

Figure 2.2.With the exception of the distributed resistance, and hence loss, each of the

parameters can be determined independently of the operating frequency.

i(z.t) R.^z L¡,2
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Parameter Coaxial Line Units

R = Series Resistance

t [t 1-l_l_+_l
216o.la b I

given that:
(á << a,c -b)

(O/m)

L = Series lnductance 4nn!
2na (H/m)

G = Shunt Conductance

2ro,,

tn!
a

(Sim)

C = Shunt Capacitance

2ns.

tn!
a

(F/m)

õ = Skin Depth 6- I

^[f"ttp,
(m)

Table 2.1 Distributed coaxial line parameters for high frequency signals [63].

Coaxial Líne

æ
Two Wire Line Planar Line

Figure 2.2 - Typical TEM transmission lines include coaxial, two wire, and planar configurations
showing physical dimensions necessary for distributed parameter calculations [64].

For a coaxial line, the dimension a is the radius of the center conductor, b is the inner

radius of the outside conductor, and c is the outer radius of the outer conductor. The

quantity e¿ is the electrical pennittivity of dielectric separating the two conductors. In this

câse €¿ is equal to the permittivity of free space eo since there is no dielectric between the
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two conductors. The constants oc, and pc refer to the conductivity and magnetic

permeability of the center conductor respectively, and o¿, ând Lrd refer respectively to the

conductivity and penneability of the dielectric between the two conductors. Skin depth of

the conductor is denoted by ô, which represents the depth of the curent carrying portion

in the conductor.

Knowing the pararneters of R, L, G and C for an arbitrary transmission line is sufficient

to describe wave propagation characteristics along the line. Specifically, the characteristic

impedance of the line, zo, and a complex wave propagation constant T : o + jB can be

determined if the distributed parameters and the input frequency are known. Having these

values allows instantaneous values of current and voltage to be found for a point on any

length of transmission line if boundary conditions are known. Characteristic impedance is

defined by the ratio of forward traveling voltage to current waves at any point on the

transmission line, and can be found by the following equation [64]:

(2.1)

where R(co) indicates that R is a frequency dependant quantity. The propagation constant

and can be similarly calculated from the values of the distributed parameters using the

equation:

R(o) + jcùL
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where û. and B represent the real and imaginary parts of y respectively. The real

component represents the attenuation constant of the wave propagating through the

transmission line, and the irnaginary portion represents the phase constant of the traveling

wave. A special case of the transmission line exists when R : G : 0. In this case, the

attenuation factor of the propagation constant ìs also zero, and no losses occur in the line

and hence the special case is termed "lossless". However, since losses and signal power

are of importance to a wireless sensing systern, the general case of a "lossy" transmission

line will be considered.

The voltage at an arbitrary point on the transmission line can be expressed as the sum of a

forward and reverse traveling wave [63, 64] as:

V,(t)=Vje-r'+V,e*F
(2.3)

where V) e-r' 
and V' e*o represent the waves traveling in the *z and -z directions

respectively, and V.(z) is the phasor form of v(z,t), where v(z,t) is the voltage at time t on

the point z on the transmission line. The current at a point on the transmission line can be

similarly expressed as:

I,(t):Ile-n +I"e*F

and V. and I, are related through the Zo by the relationship:

(2.4)
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.v*f + ooz
o

V-f- ooz
o

Hence, with y and Zo, the behaviour of a transmission line can be fully described.

(2.s)

Iigure 2.3 - Transmission line of characteristic y and Zu showing input impedance at the input
(z:0), and at an arbitrary point on the li¡re.

Considering a transmission line of length { that is charactenzed. by y and Zo that is

inserted in a circuit between the source and a load of irnpedance Z¡-(Figwe 2.3), for the

general case, the input impedance into the transmission line is given by the equation

163,64):

.7 _ .l z, + Zotanh(yt)]
-,, -.rljo+zrt 

) (2.6)

2.2.2 Resonant Transmission Lines

Considering again the transmission line of length (., A voltage reflection coefficient f¡ is

defined by the ratio of the reverse traveling *;;" to the incident voltage wave at the end

of the line and is given as:
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f , =vo 
e*''

" v; u-'

and can be found by the equation:

7 _7ul. uo

"= 7ra7o

(2.7)

(2.8)

If a section transmission line is terminated with a load that is equal to its characteristic

impedance Zo, all power is transferred from the transmission line to the load, and zero

reflection occurs at the junction of the two. Therefore, the voltage reflection coefficient at

the load (f¡) is zero. When the transmission line is not tenninated in Zo, the incident

energy that is not transmitted or absorbed is reflected back along the transmission line

and hence results in a non-zero reflection coefficient. Reflections will occur on all

transmission lines of finite length that are not terminated by an impedance equal to their

Zo. A resonant line exists where standing waves in voltage and current result from the

combination of incident and reflected waves.

Considering a shorted line of various lengths (Figure 2.4), we can see that at the shorted

end, voltage potential must be at a minimum and current must be at a maximum.

Therefore, working towards the generator, for a fixed wavelength input, we can see that

at Xl4 multiples in length, a standing v/aves in both current (dashed line) and voltage

(solid line) will be produced on the transmission line. Therefore we can see how a

transmission line can be a resonant element.
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The same effects can also be seen for a open circuit waveform, however, in this case, at

the open circuit, voltage potential is a maximum and current is a minimum. The

equivalent circuit of the lossless cases for an open circuit and short circuit transmission

line are shown (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.4 - Diagram
impedance[68].

of shorted transmission line of various lengths and equivalent input

1lÇon

[ÕvJ n
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Figure 2.5 - Diagram of transmission
aud equivalent resonant circuit [68]

2.3 Resonant Cavities
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Just as TEM transmission lines are used to guide an EM wave from one point to another

in high frequency circuits 1641, a general waveguide can be sirnilarly used to transmit

energy but with a few fundamental differences. For one, whereas TEM transmission lines

consist of at least two parallel conductors, a waveguide can be comprised of a single

conductor. Although transmission lines can only support the TEM mode of wave

propagation, waveguides can support many propagation modes including TE, TM and

TEM. Transmission lines can operate between DC and high frequencies, but become less

efficient at high frequencies because of skin effects and dielectric losses. On the other

hand, non-TEM waveguides can only operate above a certain frequency. Another

advantage of waveguides is that they are capable of handling high power transmission

with low loss, however, they are bulky and cumbersome to work with.
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Despite all their differences, an important similarity between transmission lines and

waveguides exists. Just as sections of transmission lines are able to function as resonant

elements in a circuit, a terminated waveguide can also be found to resonate at particular

frequencies. When used for such a purpose, the device is called a cavity resonator. Cavity

resonators are structures which can confine an oscillating electromagnetic field in the

fom of standing waves, and are usually cornpletely enclosed by conducting walls. A

cavity's resonant frequency can be changed by altering the physical dimensions of the

cavi|y, and can be designed with movable plates, screws, and other mechanical elements

to be used for tuning and coarse adjustrnent.

2.4 Sensor Used in this Sysfem

The sensor we have chosen to pursue is a simple coaxial cavity with length h selected to

be a half wavelength long. The reason for choosing this design include a uniaxial

sensitivity, and results which are simple to interpret. A schematic diagram of the sensor is

shown in Figure 2.1. A small wire extending into the cavity excites an electromagnetic

field within the cavity. The cavity can have many possible resonant modes. The simplest

and most dominant mode is the TEoor [63] mode which occurs when the field is a

maximum at the center of the cavity and zero at the edges. For the lossless case of a

vacuum filled cavity, the resonant frequency for this mode is given by 163,641:

.Ct -_Jres- 
2¡ (2.e)
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where c is the speed of light in vacuum and h is the length of the cavity. When the

material in which the sensor is encased is strained it will force a change in dimensions of

the cavity. Strain is a unitless quantity defined as the ratio of an object's change in length

over its nominal length and can be expressed as:

. Llz
slt.ütn - 

-11 e.lo)
As shown in equation 2.l,the resonant frequency of the cavity is only dependant on the

speed of light and the cavity dimensions. Since the speed of light is a well known

fundamental constant, any change in resonant frequency that can be used to

unarnbiguously detennine the change in the cavity length of the sensor, and hence the

strain can be directly inferred from the resonant frequency of the cavity. To find the

relationship between the resonant frequency in the strained and unstrained case,

rnanipulation of the equation (1) governing the resonant frequency in the presence of a

small strain e of the cavity gives:

î_,J strailted
2(h + Ah) 

"(,. 
nf)

c c( t I-,At+€):2hlt*t)

t' :r I 1 Ir stru¡iled J unstraitcd 
(f +,,l

This can be approximated by the following equation when strain is small:

.frtn¡r"d = .f,r,stroi,,edú -t)

which can be rearranged to give:

(2.11)
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.l strainetl -l ttnstroi¡tul:-
1:

J,,,tstrnir"d
^f
.f,o,

and

af = ¿f,.",

unstrained
frequency:

{ -L'/ un.str¿tin¿¿l 
Ti?

c = speed of light
= ænstant

¿hl

h+,4(
NOTE:

Áh negativefor
compressive strain

(2.13)

(2.14)

Clearly as long as the unstrained resonant frequency is known then the strain in the

sensor can be detennined with high accuracy and very little arnbiguity. If the elastic

properties of the sensor rnaterial differ from the material in which it is embedded, a gauge

factor rnay be required to detennine strain in the structure. Under compressive strain, it

would be expected that as the cavity length decreases, the resulting resonant frequency

increases (Figure 2.6).

SÏRAIN
frequency
under strain:

t_
,r SIralllcLl 2(h+ah)

{

Figure 2.6 - Diagram of resonant cavity sensor under strain and resulting effects on resonant
frequency.

The sensor can be fabricated from numerous conductive materials. The sensor described

in this thesis is machined from brass. Two similar designs are presented. The first is

constructed with the ends press fit on. In the second, an identical design is used however,

the ends are additionally secured with a heliarc weld to reduce the effects of hysteresis
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and unpredictable dimension change. A mechanical drawing of the sensor's constmction

shows dimensions of the sensor (Figure 2.7).

MATERIAL: BRASS

r'<- 0 313

2.284

1.000 0.625

0.250 -1

3.1 59

Figure 2.7 - Shop drawing of coaxial cavity resonator construction

Figure 2.8 - Photograph of a resonant cavity sensor.
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The hollow cavity in the center is approximately 61 mm long resulting in a resonant

frequency of approximately 2.45 GHz and therefore an expected shift in resonant

frequency of Af = 2.45 kHz/pe. The signal is coupled in and out of the sensor cavity

through the connector such as the one shown in the photograph (Figure 2.8).

One advantage of this approach to measure strain is that RF signals, unlike optical

sources for fiber optic sensors, can be generated with very high accuracy and stability

relatively easily and inexpensively. RF signal generating sources can be easily frequency

locked to quartz crystal oscillators which are easily obtained with error less than 1 part

per million and stability within a few parts per billion [60].

2.4,1 Capacitive Coupling Effect on Sensor Cavity

S-Parameters are a measure of voltage reflection in an RF network. In a one port network,

St I is a Íteasure of the ratio of reflected voltage wave to incident voltage wave at a single

port. By observing Sll of the resonant cavity under constant strain via the HP 8753E

Network Analyzer, it was found that by varying positions of the SMA connector, changes

in the sensor's apparent resonance, could be observed. Changes in frequency location of

the minimum reflection coefficient, minimum value of the reflection coeff,rcient, as well

as changes in bandwidth of the curye could be observed with varfng connector depth.

As the connector was pushed into the cavity the resonant frequency was observed

decrease significantly.As well, it was obselved that the S¡¡ would exhibit different

to

a
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factors for varying coupling capacitance, first increasing

into the caviTy, and then decreasing again with continued

S¡¡ traces for varying pin depths is shown in Figure 2.9.

as the connector entered further

increases in pin depth. A plot of

Although it is difficult to quantify the actual proximity of the pin from the center

conductor, we can approximate the changes in distance by the known number of quarter

turns of the connecter into the cavity. Starting from the far right, each successive curve

represents a quarter turn of the threaded SMA connector into the resonant cavity. The

thread pitch of the connector is known to be 36 grooves/inch. Therefore, the total distance

moved through each trace can be approximated to be t/a(.7055 rnrn/turn) - .176 mm.

2.34 2.36 2.38 2.4 2.42 2.44 2.46
frequency (GHz)

Figure 2.9 -Plot of S¡¡ for varying connector depth into resonant cavity under constant strain.

côõ

U)

Network Analf¿er Data for Vary¡ng p¡n Depth

moving pin into cavity
= h¡gher input capac¡tance

overcoupled I ll undercoupled
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2.4.2 Transmission Line Model of Sensor Cavity

To understand the effect of shifting resonant frequency with coupling capacitance, the

sensor cavity can be modeled as a coaxial transmission line that is shorted at both ends.

As the SMA connecter that couples in the energy into the cavity does not acfually touch

the center conductor, the equivalent circuit of the transmission line is capacitively

coupled at the input. The equivalent transmission line is shown in Figure 2.10.

coaxiaf cavity resonator

shorted ends
transmissíon line
capcitively coupled feed

equivalent transm ission
line model

z,r
tr'igure 2.10 - Equivarent circuit moder of coaxiar cavity resonator.

The coaxial cavity resonator can therefore be represented by a center fed, gap coupled

transmission line that is shorted at both ends. This combination can be represented by the

series sum of an input capacitance and two parallel sections transmission line of length

h/2 where h is the inner length of the cavity resonator. Since capacitance is inversely

z,n

+

\1,

iii
ti

.-Lt-r.!-..

,rri'i 
,

i. l itil-i, i

7
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proportional to the separation between two conductors, as the pin protrudes into the

resonant cavity, the capacitance of the connection increases. This changes the input

impedance by changing the overall reactance of the equivalent circuit as viewed from the

input end.

To model the equivalent circuit, the input impedance of each of the parallel transmission

line sections must first be determined. These impedances are then combined in parallel,

and then summed with the effect of the series capacitance which will be varied over

several values.

Using Matlab to generate the mathematical model to match the measured data, a

frequency space, f,, was first defined to be a vector of linearly spaced values between2.34

and 2.46 GHz. This vector was then multiplied by a factor of 2r to yield the angular

frequency r¡. Knowing the physical dimensions and the rnaterial properties of the

resonant cavity, the distributed transmission line parameters R, L, G and C, were

detennined using the equations in Table 2.1. It can be seen that R is a function of

frequency and can be expressed as R(rrl). From Equations 2.1 and 2.2 it is clear that as a

result of varying R, y and Zo wlll also be functions of frequency. Therefore, each of the

quantities R, y and Zo were stored as vectors with each point in the vector corresponding

to a value of co.
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The input irnpedance to any section of a transmission line of length / is given by then

given by the equation [ó4]:

7 -12,,+Z,tanh(y(.)]Li" = Lotz,.7:t ())
(2.1s)

where Zl is the impedance of the load tenninating the transmission line, and Zo is the

characteristic impedance of the line. In this case, (. : W2. Therefore, for this particular

resonant cavity, we can rewrite the expression as:

.7 -lzr+zotanh(¡tz)]L^t-t'' uL 
Zo + Z ,. tanh(yh I Z) ) (2.16)

where Zl is the impedance of the load, and h/2 is the length of transmission line from the

input to where the load is connected, or equivalently, the distance from the input

connector to one end of the cavity. Since the load impedance for a short circuit section of

transmission line is 0 f), the expression for the input irnpedance of one of the parallel

sections can be reduced to:

Zsc : zotanh(Yhl2)
(2.17)

where 256 denotes the input impedance into a section of line that is shorted at the load

end. Since there are two sections of transmission line in parallel, we can combine them

into one effective input irnpedance Z"ç¡. From basic circuit theory [65], we know that two

parallel sections of irnpedance Z¡ and Ze can be combined into a single effective

impedance Z"nby the relationship:
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.7 ZrZu
2 ^tÌ' -'LI 2,,+Zu

Therefore, for two identical sections of transmission line:

2".Í'=Lzotunt'4¡tz)

Since the values of Z"tr are dependant on y and

corresponding vector for Z"¡¡ was computed and stored.

=-#fiRZtw Z"r¡

Z.¡= /rZr"

impedance Z¡¡ from the connector of the resonant cavity
as a coupling capacitor (Zs) and two shorted transmission

(2.1 8)

(2.te)

Zo, and therefore R and {Ð,

zsc

ztu

Figure 2.ll - Diagram of total input
when coaxial cavity sensor is modeled
lines (Zsç).

The total input impedance Z¡¡

irnpedances Zç and Z"¡¡. Knowing

expressed as:

into the cavity is then the series sum of the two

the effective impedance Zç of a gap capacitance C, is
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ZC jac,

The total input impedance Z¡¡ into the cavity can then be written as:

(2.20)

7 -7'Z"tr:L-*?""n(11 1rr,¡L tN _ z.( r -etr jrrlc, 2 
.",rrrl, 

)

Where Z"¡¡ is the effective input impedance of two parallel shorted sections of

transmission line of length !. :W2:X14.

The parameter f is the Voltage Reflection Coeffìcient and is defined by the reflected

voltage over incident voltage. It is described by the mismatch of the input impedance of a

load and the transmission line that preceded it. In this case, we are concerned with the

energy that is coupled into the cavity, therefore, we consider the load to the be the total

input impedance looking into the resonator and the transrnission line to be a 50 ohm

transmission line feeding the cavity. For every value of capacitance, a vector for f can be

found by application of Equation 2.8 in which each value in the vector corresponds to a

single value of ro. Since f is simply a ratio of two voltages, it can be converted to a dB

value. The resulting vector of f is plotted vs. (D, to yield a single curve. The calculations

are then repeated for several values of coupling capacitance Cr.

Plotting the results of varying input capacitance on the reflection coefficient of the

resonant cavity we get the curves shown inFigtre2.I2.
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Capacitively Coupled T-Line Model

m
!

U)

2.34 2.36 2.38 2.4 2.42 2.44 2 46

frequency (GHz)

Figure 2.12 - Plot of transmission line model of resonant cavify with varying input capacitance.

The right side of the plot shows the undercoupled condition of the resonator. As coupling

capacitance decreases, we expect to see resonance only as a result of the cavity, and

hence, the behaviour ofthe resonator unloaded by external effects and input capacitance.

When there is insufÍicient coupling into the resonator, the input impedance increases and

the input to the resonator appears as an open circuit. When this occurs, the majority of the

input signal is reflected back to the source. As coupling increases, the resonator will

appear better matched to the input line and more power will be transferred to the resonant

cavity. When the resonator is maximally matched to the feed at the resonant frequency,

maximum power will be transferred from the feed to the resonator. At this point, the

resonator is said to be critically coupled, and minimum power will be reflected back
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towards the source. As the pin protrudes further into the cavity, an increased input

capacitance will result in an impedance loading effect on the resonator as shown on the

left side of the plot. In this condition, the resonator is said to be overcoupled, and as a

result, the resonant frequency of the resonator drops as does the e.

In this model, the curve at the far right of the plot corresponds to a coupling capacitance

of 4 fF. The incremental change in coupling capacitance between successive curves was

between 2 and 5 fF, with smaller increments closer to the critical coupling point which

was found at 35 fF. The last curve at the far left of the plot corresponds to a capacitance

of 106 ff. For further infonnation, the values of couplingcapacitance coresponding to

each curve can be found in Appendix A.

From visual inspection, the generic t-line rnodel appears to corroborate the measured

results (Figure 2.13). To perform a quantitative analysis of the model with respect to the

measured data, two curyes were selected frorn the measured data set for comparison to

the modeled results. The first curve was selected to be at the point of critical coupling and

hence the highest Q. The other selected curve was selected to an overcoupled case. To

compare the two curves visually on the same plot, the results of the model were translated

in frequency to align the peak of the critically coupled curve. Doing so, we can see that

the Q of the peaks in the model are much narrower than those actually measured. The 3

dB bandwidths, and resulting Q factors of these two curves were determined for both the
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modeled results and the measured results and the values compared - confirming the visual

assessment.

0

-5

-'10

-2U

-30

-40

-45

-so L 2.36 2.38 2.4
frequency (GHz)

of measured data vs. modeledFigure 2.13 - Plot
measured results.

results showing significantly lower Q in

Q was measured and compared for the two curves for bandwidth assessed at points 3 dB

from the peak/trough of the curve (3 dB BW low) and also for bandwidth at 3 dB from

the lip of the curve (3dB BW high) as shown in Figure 2.14. The standard definition of

bandwidth is generally accepted to be the frequency range between the two points 3 dB

down/up from the peak. However, the 3 dB bandwidth from the lip of the curve was

included for cornparative purposes.

mÞ

U)

2.42

Compare Lossy T-L¡ne Model and Network Analy¿er Data
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frequency

Figure 2.14 - Figure shorving 3 dB bandwidth used for calculations of e for comparing
measured and modeled results.

In every case, the measured results show Q values that are considerably lower than those

calculated. However, it is noted that although the general t-line model used does account

for skin depth and parasitic effects ofcapacitance and inductance, it does not account for

factors such as surface roughness and end losses. To partially reconcile the difference in

the modeled vs- measured data, a first attempt was made by accounting for additional

losses by augrnenting the unit length resistance by a factor of 2.5. Repeating the

calculations for the augmented R transmission line model (Figure 2.15), we find the

model matches the measured data much more closely (Figure 2.16).In the augmented R

model, the curve at the far right of the plot corresponds to a coupling capacitan ce of 24 fF.

As before, the incremental change in coupling capacitance between successive curves

was between 2 and 5 ff, with smaller increments closer to the critical coupling point

which was found at 55 ff. The last curve at the far left of the plot corresponds to a

capacitance of 126 fF. For further information, the values of coupling capacitance

corresponding to each curve can be found in Appendix A.
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Augmented R T-Line Model

2.34 2.36 2.38 2.4 2.42 2.44 2 46
frequency (GHz)

Figure 2.15 - Plot of transmission line model with of resonant cavity with varying input
capacitance and additional R losses.

The effects of added resistance include lowering the reflected power, as well as a shift in

the apparent resonant frequency. Using a scaling factor of 2.5x distributed resistance, a

shift of 15.3 MHz was observed between the two locations of the critically coupled point,

and a shift of 14.9 MHz between the peaks of the over coupled curve.
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Compare Augmented R Model and Network Analyzer Data
0
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Figure 2.16 -Plot showing measured data vs. augmented model showing improved agreement.

Calculating values of Q for the augmented model, we find they much closer to those that

were measured although the measured values are still much lower than those calculated.

The results of the modeled and measured bandwidths (BW) and Q factor are tabulated in

Table2.2.

Critically Coupled (CC) A. 3dB from peak B. 3dB from zero
fres
lGHz)

BQ
(kHz) o BQ

lMHz) o
1: lossy t-line model
2: modified model
3: measured

2.4240
2.4087
2.4080

12.00
47.99
995.02

201 983
501 91

2420

3.16
7.77
8.96

767
309
268

Over coupled (OC) A. 3dB from peak B. 3dB from zero
fres
(GHz)

BQ
(MHz) o BQ

(MHz) o
4: lossy t-line model
5: modified model
6: measured

2.4003
2.3854
2.3859

4.85
5.07
8.96

495
470
266

4.66
10.95
13.93

515
217
171

Table 2.2 - Table summarizing Q measured from 3 dB bandwidths for measured results, t-line
model, and augmented loss t-line model.
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The measured Q value is consistently and significantly lower than the modeled values as

seen in each of the critically coupled cases. The overcoupled condition shows Q on the

same order of magnitude, but still with considerable discrepancy. Given the disparate

values of Q between the lossy t-line model, the modified model with additional resistive

losses and the measured values, another model for determining the Q of the cavity was

sought.

2.4.2.1 Equivalent Lumped Circuit Model

The Q factor of the cavity can be assessed by deriving the equivalent lurnped element

RLC circuit for the transmission line from the length of the transmission line, and the

known distributed parameters R, L, G and C. Using the equivalent RLC circuit of lumped

element components, a transient analysis of the circuit's natural response can then be

performed, and a theoretical value of the Q calculated.

The values of the lumped element model can be found by manipulation of the expression

(2.6) for input impedance Zi"163l. As the length I of the transmission line isLl4 for some

f : fo, where fo is the resonant frequency. Knowing tis: 2nf, we can let ro : cùo* Aro.

Assuming small loss, the expression for input impedance can be rewritten as:

Z,u --
at + ¡n(nat)t(zrr)

Which is in the same form as the input impedance of a parallel

the expression:

(2.22)

RLC circuit is given by
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Z.=
(rn)+ 2j(^0Y

(2.23)

Therefore we can identify the equivalent lumped element circuit components to be:

7
D 

-"0/\
eo' dl'

7t
ctt 

4alnZ o

The equivalent inductance can then be found to be:

,-1u"q- 2^
Ørt L

And the Q factor of the resonator can be determined to be:

(2.24)

(2.2s)

(2.26)

(2.27)
Qr, = ooRrnc"o

since at resonance:

n- ft
L_

2p
(2.28)

This lumped model was derived for both the nominal lossy t-line model as well as for the

modifìed model with additional resistive losses included. The value of Q"q for the

equivalent parallel RLC circuits were found to be 1707 for the nominal lossy t-line, and

682 for the rnodified, augmented loss case.

= o :-P
4a!. 2a
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Given values of R, L and C for an equivalent parallel resonant circuit, we can also

perform a transient analysis of the resonant circuit's natural response by performing a

nodal analysis on the lumped element circuit [65]. Using KCL, we obtain the following

relationship between voltage, current, and the lurnped element components in a parallel

circuit.

^ d2v(t\ 1 dv(t\ 1 .C------+- " *-t'lf):0
dt' Adt L

Which can be rewritten as the characteristic equation.

,'* I ,+ I =oRC LC (2.30)

Solving the differential equation which governs the circuits voltage and current

relationships, we obtain the roots to the characteristic equation which can be either real,

or complex.

sr: -Pt *
(2.31)

The values of p and ú)o are determined by the R, L and C values of the parallel resonant

circuit. In this case, these values are given by R"q, L* and C.o respectively, and result in:

1

' 2R,,1C"'1

(2.32)

(2.2e)

2
cùo :

L"nC 
",
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In this case, the solutions to the differential equation are complex and yield the general

solution to the underdamped case yielding a natural response in the form:

vo7)=K,e"'+Kre"'

As sl and s2 âre complex, Euler's

re-expressed as:

(2.34)

identity can be applied, and the resulting signal can be

(2.3s)
voQ) = n-"' (A"os(r,t,,t)+ Bsin(ø., )

Where A and B are arbitrary constants as defined by the initial conditions.

Using Matlab, a simulation of the natural response was determined for both the nominal

lossy t-line model and for the modified rnodel with augmented losses. The results were

then plotted as shown below in Figure 2.17. As expected, the arnplitude decays much

rnore rapidly with additional losses included in the model. For both the cases, the ring

down tirne for varying levels of attenuation were calculated. The plot below shows values

which are in line the Q factor calculated from the lumped RLC model as 95Yo attenuation

of the signal requires approximately 1600 oscillations without additional losses, and only

620 oscillations with the added loss.

The time constant r represents the time required for an exponential signal to decay to 1/e,

or approximately 36.70/o of its original value. For the augmented-R case, we can see that r

is approximately 90 ns. We can then calculate Q by the relationship 16ll:
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Q=0or (2.36)

where oo is the resonant frequency expressed in radians/second, and r is equal to the time

constant for a decaying power signal. As power is proportional to voltage squared, we

expect that time constant for a power signal tobe Yz that of the voltage signal. Therefore,

in terms oi u po*., signal, we obtain a value for r of approxirna tely 45 ns. From this, we

calculate Q:684.

Figure 2.17 - Plot of simulated natural response for equivalent lumped RLC circuit for cavity
resonator.
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2.5 Compression Ïesf

To validate the coaxial cavity resonator as a strain sensor, the sensor was placed in a load

frame and tested under compressive strain. To do this, the sensor was first encased in a

concrete cylinder. In this case, the concrete was used to provide an approximation to

Excitation Response of Equ¡valent Parallel RLC

t¡me (ns)
0
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actual usage conditions and not intended to be tested to critical failure. Therefore, the

actual mix and strength of the concrete was not critical, and for these experiments, a

simple 3:2:7 mix was hand mixed. This mix indicates the proportion of srnall aggregate,

sand and cement respectively. The cylinder was then capped with to provide smooth flat

end surfaces for even pressure distribution across the cylinder with an applied load. The

concrete cylinder was then loaded into a compression frame so strain could be applied to

the cylinder.

To prepare the sensor for encasement in concrete, the SMA connector was secured in

place with the use of a locking nut and loctite. When the loctite has had sufficient time to

cure, the sealns and joints of the sensor are sealed with a layer of nitrile rubber (Figure

2.18a). The outside of the sensor is then wrapped in a thick layer of butyl rubber (Figure

2.18b) which is stretched over the sides of the sensor and over the connector, leaving

only the ends of the sensors exposed to the concrete. The entire package was then

centered inside a concrete cylinder (Figure 2.18c, Figure 2.18d). A traditional metal foil

strain gauge is applied to the outside of the cylinder to provide a reference strain

measurement.
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2O,cm

Figure 2.18 - Casting of sensor in concrete cylinder

2.5.1 Press Fit Sensor

An initial reading of the reflected voltage to incident voltage ratio (S1l) of the sensor

under no strain showed a resonant frequency at approximately 2.42 GHz as measured

with an HP 8753E network analyzer. This curve can be seen in Figare 2.19.
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Figure 2.19 -S¡ of resonant cavity as read from network analyzer showing predicted effects of
compressive strain.
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From the compression test, measurements of resonant frequency shift versus applied

strain yielded the curve shown in Figure Figure 2.20.The measured response with the

best fit line showed a conversion factor of 2.6 kHz per pe. The signal is coupled in and

out of the sensor cavity through the connector shown in the with a high degree of

linearityup to 130 pe. The signal is coupled in and out of the sensor cavitythrough the

connector shown in the. Strain levels beyond 130 pe. The signal is coupled in and out of

the sensor cavity through the connector shown in the showed an unexpected decrease in

the resonant frequency shift Afres. This may be explained by the nature of construction of

this particular cavity. As the ends are press fit on, there may be some frictional forces

which are overcome beyond the 53379 N of force used to causing the cavity dimensions

to change in an unpredictable Ítanner.

¡\ f res vs. strain

microstraín

Figure 2.20 - Plot of frequency vs. strain for press fit sensor.
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It was noted that the resonator did appear to exhibit hysteresis during the first few strain

cycles as the zero point appeared to shift upwards in frequency until settling down at

approximately 120 kHz from the initial point.

2.5.2 Welded Sensor

To verify the hypothesis that the effects of hysteresis and non linearity were due to

construction of the sensor with a press fit, an identical sensor was constructed but with

the end pieces secured with a heliarc weld at the ends. This sensor was again treated with

the same preparation and encased in a concrete cylinder like the first sensor. In this case,

the load was cycled several times between 0 and 200 pe, which corresponds to

approxima|ely 124000 N of force. A typical output plot of Af vs. applied strain is shown

in Figure 2.21. Testing of this sensor showed significantly less hysteresis, with the

change in resonant frequency returning to zero when the load was released. As well, it

did not exhibit the same effects as the unwelded resonator in demonstrating non-linear

effects beyond 130 microstrain. A best fit line showed a conversion factor of 1.98

kHz/pe with a high degree of linearity up to 200 pe. Although we expect to read 2.42

kHz/pe, applying a gauge factor may be sufficient to compensate for the difference in

material elasticity between the sensor and the concrete structure.
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A resonant frequency with applied strain
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Figure 2.21 - Plot of frequency vs. strain for welded sensor compared to press fit setrsor.

While the initial load cycles did not demonstrate any residual effects of compression

when the load was released, they did show a resistance to meeting the expected 4f... vs.

straìn relationship. The maximum strain measured on the first load cycle was 160 ¡re.

Although a aÇ", of approximately 500 kHz is expected, only a 210 kHz shift was

recorded. With successive load cycles however, the maximum frequency shift appeared

to converge towards expected values as shown in Figure 2.22. This may be explained by

binding or frictional forces of the concrete when in contact with the sides of the sensor

that rnay be relieved with a few cycles.
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Figure 2.22 -Plot of max frequency shift with max strain for first 5 cycles.

2.6 Sensor Installation

Sensor installation is easier, faster, and far less labour intensive or troublesome than

installation of fiber optic or metal foil strain gauges because the sensors are robust, and

do not need to be bonded to the structure. As well, as there is no connection that has to

run between the sensor and the data acquisition unit, cables do not have to be run through

specially laid conduits. As demonstrated with the casting of the test sensor in a concrete

cylinder, the sensor needs only to be positioned with the length of the sensor along the

axis of interest. This can be accomplished during casting of the structure, or secured to

the rebar or conduit in advance of casting.

The photograph (Figure 2.23) shows sensor placement in a full scale replica of a steel

free bridge deck. This structures is a laboratory model of the North Perimeter bridge in
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Winnipeg, Manitoba. In this model, the sensors

FRP (fiber reinforced polymer) bars with cable

performed on the structure, and therefore no data

were sirnply attached to the conduit and

ties. At this time, testing has yet to be

from the sensors has yet been obtained.

Figure 2.23- Photograph showing sensor installation in scale model bridge deck.

2.7 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, an overview of the theoretical basis of the sensor was described. This

included a basic overview of resonant systems, transmission lines, and general resonant

cavities. A discussion of the sensor used in this project was then presented. This included

experimental data obtained for changing coupling capacitance of the feedline into the

resonator. To quantify the effect of capacitive coupling on the sensor characteristics, a

distributed parameter transmission line model of the sensor was developed in Matlab and

the results compared to measured data. This model was then later augmented to account
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for additional losses and to better reflect measured data. As well, from the distributed

transmission line parameters, an equivalent lumped circuit model was obtained. From the

lurnped circuit model, a theoretical Q was calculated for both the general lossy

transmission line as well as for the augmented R model. From the equivalent lurnped

elements a transient analysis of the resonant systems was also presented, yielding a time

constant value that could again be used to measure Q of the resonant cavity. The results

of two similar sensor designs under compressive strain tests demonstrated good linearity

and low hysteresis could be obtained and therefore could make this device a viable strain

sensor.
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Chapter 3 lnterrogation System for Wireless Sensing

An interrogation system is used to wirelessly measure the resonant frequency of the

embedded sensor and hence determine the amount of strain in the sensor. To do this, the

interrogation system must act as both a transmitter and a receiver of an RF signal. The

interrogator generates a signal that is square wave modulated, effectively allowing it to

transmit an RF signal 50%o of the time and receiving the signal returned from the sensor

during the other 50o/o of the time. An antenna is attached to the sensor to pick up and

transmit signals between the sensor and the interrogation system.

Functionally, the interrogation system is assuming the task performed by the network

analyzer in the previous chapter - that is, determining the resonant frequency, or shift of

the resonant frequency of the sensor under strain. However, it is important to distinguish

between the results that they produce. The Sr r from network analyzer is indicative of the

voltage reflection from the sensor. A minimum in S¡¡ implies the input line is best

matched to the sensor at that frequency; meaning maximum power is transferred to the

sensor, and a minimum reflected signal is detected. However, S¡¡ does not account for

where the energy goes. It does not distinguish between the energy transferred to a

standing wave, energy which is absorbed in the conductor or otherwise dissipated as a

result of irnpedance mismatch, cable loss, and cavity losses.
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The interrogation system? on the other hand, transmits a signal to the cavity which

generates a standing wave inside the sensor. When the RF signal is turned off, the energy

stored inside the cavity will re-radiate out. The interrogation system then measures the

power in the returned signal. Because the strength of the signal is directly proportional to

the energy which was stored in the cavity, it is clearly a measure of the sensor's resonant

frequency.

3.1 Basic Interrogation Sysfem

A block diagram of the basic sensing system is shown below (Figure 3.1). The process

starts with the transmission of a signal from a Rhodes & Schwarz RF source. This signal

is passed from the function generator to the transmitting antenna (Demarc Technologies

Group SPLGI lF) via a 2 position switch (Minicircuits ZASWA-2-5ODR RF switch).

This energy is then transmitted into free space. In the diagram, the shaded regions over

the signals indicates the time when the interrogation system is transmitting. Another

antenna that is connected to the resonant cavity will pick up some of the transmitted

signal and couple it into the sensor. Here, the energy builds an electric field which at

some point in time reaches a state of equilibrium. In the case of this resonator with a fr",

of approximately 2.42 GHz and Q determined to be greater than 600 (Chapter 2),

equilibrium of the excited field will occur in approximately 100 ns. Sometime after

equilibriurn is reached, the interrogation unit switches from send to receive. The energy

stored in resonator will re-radiate out from the resonator and out of the attached antenna

in the form of a decaying RF signal. The received signal is directed through a low noise
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amplifìer (Minicircuits ZHL-1724MLN-SMA) and into an RF peak derector (Anrirsu

73N50) such that the power in the signal can be measured. The switching rate between

sending and receiving states is controlled by a TTL control signal generated by a Stanford

Research Systems function generator. In this particular case, square \¡/ave between 1 and

4 MHz was used to control the switching state.

interrogatoroutputsignal ffl
*rùtlìri/rrr---,//yiiltT/r--

Tx Tx

sensor response signal
_ Jrþ----1',.n**

b r receive

embedded sensor

Figure 3.1 - Block diagram of the basic interrogation system discussed.

interrogator output signal,/\/\
N I 1lìil,r"|u"uþ*jl,f|ill,d,t',1,,t4f^y- rime;lil

i,:i
N2 -----l"to*-*i--{,\0,..*i--iiii

Figure 3.2 - Signal at nodes Nl and N2 as marked in the block diagram.
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To find the resonant frequency, the input RF signal is swept across a range of frequencies.

The returned signal is expected to have maximum atnplitude and duration when the input

signal is at the resonant frequency of the cavity. Using the Anritsu 73N50 detector in the

small signal range, the output voltage of the detector is expected to be proportional to the

detected power with a scaling factor of -.35 rnV/pW. The negative relationship indicates

the negative polarity of the detector.

A plot of the expected signal at the output of the RF detector is shown in Figure 3.3. It is

expected that the signal would increase to a maximum when the switch first changes

position into the "receive" state, as maxirnum power will be detected. This transition to

the maximurn value will be limited by the time constant of the detector. The signal is then

expected to show some exponential decay as the energy in the cavity radiates out. It is

expected that all time domain signals will show this basic fonn, but with varying

magnitudes that are affected by the separation distance between the two antenna, and the

input frequency relative to the resonant frequency of the cavity. When the input

frequency is at the resonant frequency, maximum energy will be stored in the cavity in

the form of a standing wave, and hence maximum signal should be retumed. At input

frequencies far from resonance, it is expected that this signal would go to zero.
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time doma¡n RF detector signal
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Figure 3.3 - Figure showing expected time domain signal from the RF detector.

As a rough measure of resonant frequency, the transmitted RF signal can be adjusted over

a range of frequencies to find where the received power at the detector is a lnaximum.

Performing this measurement under unstrained conditions did not yield expected results.

First, the output waveforms showed considerable deviation from the expected shape.

Secondly, although the wavefonns were reproducible for a given frequency, this shape

was not consistent through the entire frequency range. Thirdly, it did not appear that the

signal attained a maximum arnplitude or maximum signal duration as it passed through

the sensor's resonant frequency. Typical output traces of the RF detector time domain

signal are shown below in Figure 3.4 for varying input frequencies f;". The encircled

points are those which show unexpected or unusual results. The resonant frequency for

this sensor was approximately 2.422 GHz. Because the distortions show different effects

at different frequencies, it is likely that they are due to interference from superirnposed

signals.
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time domain RF detector signal
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Figure 3.4 - Plots of (normalized) typical output signal of the RF detector.

Finding the total power in the signal requires integration under the curve. However, as the

signal is simple in form, an approximation can be obtained by passing the output of the

detector through a low pass filter to effectively measure the DC value of the output signal

as shown in Figure 3.5. The low pass filter used was a simple RC circuit with a cut off

frequency of 1 kHz. When sweeping across a range of frequencies, the resulting curve of

DC values is expected to show roughly the same fonn as Sl r. The expected output can be

approximated by a Gaussian shaped curve that shows maximum signal is detected when

the input frequency is at or near the resonant frequency ofthe sensor, and attenuated for

input frequencies that are too high or too low.

fi¡= 2.4222 GHz fin= 2.4202 GHz

I f,"= 2.4192GH2

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 r 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
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ínterrogator output signal
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b - receive

embedded sensor

Figure 3.5 - Block diagram of basic interrogation system with low pass fïlter.

Sweep curves frorn the interrogation system did not show the expected frequency

response. Rather than a smooth Gaussian shaped curve with near zero background levels,

a small peak at the resonant frequency was almost indistinguishable over high

background signal. A typical frequency sweep is shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 - Plot of typical output signal of low pass filter over a range of frequencies.

Because both the time domain and frequency domain signals show the effects of

constructive and destructive interference, it was hypothesized that the distortions in the

detected signal were due to environmental reflections and noise which were of differing

frequency and phase from those returned from the resonant cavity. To investigate this

hypothesis, time domain measurelnents were taken with the input frequency near

resonance and again far off resonance where zero signal would be expected. As well,

without changing any other conditions, the sensor was disconnected from the receiving

antenna. The results showed that when the input frequency is far from the resonant

frequency, and even when the sensor is entirely disconnect ed, a non-zero signal exists at

the output of the RF detector.
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This non-zero response strengthened the belief that the sharp corners in the time domain

signal and the background levels in the frequency sweeps were due to out of phase

additive signals from sources other than the RF signal that was returned frorn the cavity.

As demonstrated with SAW devices [41], the effects of environmental reflections canbe

reduced with the use of time domain gating. In the next section we will describe how

time domain gating was used to reduce the effects of these effects and produced results

which closely match idealized expectations.

3,2 Gated Interrogation system

A time dornain gated detection circuit was implemented by the addition of a second RF

switch as shown in Figure 3.8. Again, a Minicircuits ZASWA-2-5ODR RF switch was

selected such that the transition times of the switch could be assumed to be identical.

Then by controlling the TTL signals for the switches, a variable time lag can be inserted

between the "receive" state of the primary switch, and the passing of the received signal

to the detector. This effectively discards the first few nanoseconds of the detected signal

where the environmental reflections occur. Because the cavity is highly resonant, it will
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continue to ernit a signal from the stored energy well after the energy from environmental

effects havebeen sufficiently attenuated. A diagram of the signals at nodes N1, N2 and

N3 as marked the block diagram can be seen in Figure 3.9. A photograph of the

interrogation system and experirnental setup can be seen in Figure 3.10.

interrogator output signal
Jrl'trr,lVful-lryulnldrtt¡¡--

Tx

sensor response signal

N2i

J¡,,,,**---1¡,,*^,'_

control signals
receive
i"- ''i

:".ngj l. . i.

Switch 2

Y

embedded sensor

Figure 3.8 - Block diagram of circuit and control signals for time domain gating.
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Figure 3.10 - Photograph ofinterrogation system and experimental setup.

To be able to control the timing of the two switches, two methods of generating the

second TTL signal were investigated. Initially the TTL signal for Switch 2 was

irnplemented with the addition of a HP 80114 pulse generator which could generate a
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variable duty cycle square wave with period determined by an extemal trigger (Figure

3.11). A'T'frorn the Stanford Research Systems function generator allowed the TTL

control signal from Switch 1 to also serve as the input trigger for the pulse generator. The

output of the pulse generator was then used to control the state of Switch 2. The time

delay between the two signals was viewed and measured using an oscilloscope while the

actual delay time (pulse width) was controlled with a vernier dial on the pulse generator.

Difficulties in using the pulse generator included only being able to trigger on the

positive edge of the input signal. Therefore, both switches could not pass on the high

signal. To implernent a variable time delay between the two switches, Switch 1 was set to

receive on the TTL: high signal, and Switch 2 was set to pass signals to the detector on a

TTY:low signal as illustrated below (Figure 3.12).

Figure 3.11 - Block diagram showing use of HP 80114 pulse generator for timing control of two
switches.

RFI (TTt = 0)

RFì (TTL = 0)

R[2 (TTL = ])

external trigger

HP 8O11A
Pulse Generator
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However, because of this arrangement, the time delay between the signals is actually

determined by the time between the transition to the "send" state of Switch 1, and the

"pass" state of Switch 2, rather than between the transition to the "receive" state of

Switch 1 and the "pass" state of Switch 2. For a 1 l|.lHz TTL signal, the time between

"serìd" and "receive" is 500 ns. Because we are concerned with a time delay of only a

few ns between the "receive" state of Switch 1 and the "pass" state of Switch 2,the actual

tirne delay of interest is only a few parts per hundred of the set value. Therefore, we can

see that the tirning for Switch 2 is difficult to control as a small amount of jitter in the

tirning signal could have a significant effect on the transition time of the second switch.

As well, the vernier dial was very sensitive, and difficult to set accurately because of

mechanical effects in the actual dial.

Figure 3.12 - Diagram showing TTL control signals for the two switches and the resulting signals
at N2 and N3 as marked on the block diagram using a HP 80114 pulse generator.

As an alternative solution, a HP 8016 word generator was used to generate the TTL

signals. This instrument allowed for a time delay between the two signals to be controlled

with a vernier dial. Because this instrument is designed for timing control between

N2

N3
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signals and does not depend on varying pulse width to create the time delay, it is much

more stable and less prone to drift.

One of the problems with using this instrument as the switching signal was the pulse

width could not be controlled using this rnethod. Given the TTL signals generated by the

word generator (Figure 3.13), it can be seen from the block diagram (Figure 3.8) that the

when Switch 1 first lnoves back to position a, (sending RF signal to antenna), Switch 2 is

still in position d (passing signal to the detector) for some time before switching to

position c. Although theoretically there is no incoming signal from Switch 1, initially it

was thought that signals would be passed from the RF source to the detector if there was

insufficient isolation between the switch's input ports. However, experimental results do

not indicate that this is a problem.

switch 1

l' swirch 2

N2

N3

Figure 3.f 3 - Diagram showing TTL control signals for the two switches and the resulting signals
at N2 and N3 as marked on the block diagram using a HP 80164 word generator.

With the additional switch in place, the time delay was manually adjusted until

environmental reflections were eliminated. This occurred at approximately 8 ns. At

point, the detector output signal is near zero levels when the resonator is removed,

the

this

and
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also when the input frequency is far frorn the resonant frequency of the cavity (Figure

3.14). As the switching time of the Minicircuits ZASWA-2-5ODR switch is specified to

be 7 ns (typical, 10 ns maximum) between 50o/o of the control signal andg}Yo RF (tum

on), and 3 ns (typical, 10 ns maximum) between 50Yo of the control signal and 100% RF

(tum off) the signal distortion may actually be a result of pass through of the RF source

signal. As well, another factor to consider is the resonance of the antenna. The Demarc

SPLGl lF patch antenna has a specified bandwidth of 80 MHz, with a center frequency

of 2.4 GHz. This coresponds to a Q of 300. Since this is a highly resonant element, the

antenna may continue to resonate for some time after the interrogator has switched from

"send" to "recgivg".
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Figure 3.14 - Plot showing environmental noise at output of RF detector with and without gating.

Improvements in the signal with the use of gating can be clearly seen in both the time

domain and frequency domain output signals. In the time domain, the signal is

considerably smoother (Figure 3.15). However, the improvement in signal form is

accompanied by decreasing signal amplitude as gating time increases. Although the
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signal amplitude decreases considerably, we see later that the signal to noise ratio (SNR)

is actually improved.
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Figure 3.15 - Plot showing time domain signal from RF detector output with and without gating.

With no gating, the decay constant of the noise signal (Figure 3.14 left) was determined

to be approximately 37 ns. The decay constant of the detected signal for the single switch

(Figure 3.15 left) and double switch (Figure 3.15 right) cases were determined to be 55 ns

and 56 ns respectively.

In the frequency domain, the returned spectrum shows a much more Gaussian form with

neaÍ zero background levels as expected (Figure 3.16). A reading of the sensor's S¡¡ was

also obtained from the HP 8753E Network Analyzer and superimposed over the gated

signal. We can see that although there is good agreement with respect to resonant

frequency, there appears to be significant difference in measuring the apparent Q of the

sensor.
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Figure 3.16 - Plot showing frequency sweep of sensor without gâting, and with gating showing
results much closer to ideal.

3.2.1 Effects of lncreasing Time Delay Between Switches

Noticeable reductions in background levels with increasing time delay can be seen up to

the point the environmental noise is entirely gated out. However, increasing the time

deiay further after this point does not result in improved signal quality, but results only in

a decrease in signal amplitude. Effects of increased time delay on output signal amplitude

are shown in the composite plot below (Figure 3.17). Each subplot is a sweep of the input

frequency from 2.40 to 2.44 GHz with the output plotted in mV. In these plots the data

has been multiplied by -1 and shown as positive values.

background signal
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resonant
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Figure 3.17 - Composite plots of frequency sweeps with increasing time delay.

The arnplitude of the signals were then plotted versus their respective

signals (Figure 3.18). Using the Matlab curve fitting toolbox, this data

the expected exponential relationship.

-f (') = ae-b* + c (3.1)

where a, b, and c are constants. Goodness of fit was evaluated using an R-square value.

R-square is essentially a measure of how well the fitted curve accounts for variability in

the observed data. It is the square of the correlation between the response values and the

predicted response values. It is also called the square of the multiple correlation
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coefficient and the coefficient of multiple determination. It is determined by the ratio of

the sum of squared differences between the predicted data and the mean, over the sum of

squared differences between the sampled data and the mean.

In this case, the R-square value was calculated to be .9933, meaning the model accounts

for over 99.33% of the variability in the data set. A R-square value of I would indicate a

perfect fit.

peak detector output vs. time delay of gating
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Figure 3.18 - Plot of maximum amplitude vs. gating delay showing inverse exponential
relationship.

As shown before in chapter 2, time constant can be used to determine Q factor. The time

constant 'u is a measure of the time required for the signal power to fall to l/e
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(approximately 37%) of the maximum value. With an initial value of -14.5 mV, .u

colresponds to the time required for the signal to fall to approximately 5.3 mV. We can

see that this occurs at approximar.ely22 ns. In this case, we again invoke the relationship

[61]:

Q=0or=2tfor (3.2)

where crlo and fo are the center frequency, in radians andHz respectively, and t is the time

constant. Therefore with a r of 22 ns, and a center frequency of approxim ately 2.42 GHz,

we calculate the Q of the system to be approximately 334. This is approximately off by a

factor of 2 from the Q calculated in Chapter 2 from the lurnped element rnodel. However,

it is important to note that although it did include an augmented factor of resistive loss,

the lurnped element model did not consider the effects of capacitive coupling, which can

not be isolated in the measured case. However, it is also noted that this t is also

signifìcantly less than that measured from the time domain signals in Section 3.2. This

can not be explained at the present tirne and will be the subject of future investigation.

3.2.2 Signal Level vs. Antenna Separation Distance

As before, the sensor cavity was disconnected from the antenna and the time delay

between the two switches was manually adjusted until time domain signal from the RF

detector was reduced to zero. With the minimum time delay necessary to remove the

environmental reflections, the system was maintained under constant operating

parameters while the two antennas \¡/ere moved to varying separation distances. The

results of the interrogation system output for varying antenna separation can be seen in
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the cornposite plot (Figure 3.19). Each subplot shows the output of the low pass filter

over a 40 MHz frequency sweep between 2.40 and 2.44 GHz.ln these plots the data has

been multiplied by -l and shown as positive values plotted in rnV.

d =120 mm d =140 mm

il
d =200 mm

M 0' ,

2.4 2.42 2 44
frequency (GHz)

Figure 3.19 - Composite plot showing effect of increasing separation distance between two
antennae. All y-axis in mV, all x-axis span 2.4 GHz to 2.44 GHz sweep.

The amplitude of each trace was then plotted vs. separation distance. The resulting curve

of peak detector output vs. separation distance was fit with a curve describing the

expected decrease in signal with distance (Figure 3.20).ln this case, it was a xa fìt as

described by:
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a
JG)= 4+cx (3.3)

where a and c are constants. In general power density is expected to be inversely

proportional to x-2. However, in this case, because the power is not simply reflected by

the sensor but received, stored, and re-transmitted, the signal is actually decreased by a

factor of x-2 in both directions. The goodness of fit for the x-a curve was evaluated to have

an R-square value of .9595, indicating that over 95%:o of the data variability is accounted

for in the model. It is noted that although the data shows a reasonable fìt over the entire

data set, strictly speaking, the x-a relationship is only valid in the far field region of the

antenna. This region is defined where the angular field distribution is independent of

distance from the source [69]. For most applications, this region can be assumed to exist

at distances greater than integer rnultiples of the transmitted wavelength.
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Figure 3.20 - Plot of maximum
inverse xa relationship.
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Considering only data points at distances greater than À (-12 cm), we again apply the xa

fit as describedby Equation 3.3. In this case, the goodness of fit was evaluated to have an

R-square value of .9843, indicating that over 98%o of the data variability is accounted for

in the model.
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Signal Amplitude vs. Antenna Separation Distance (in a¡r)

- 
a'x a+c

--- 98o/o prediction bounds
. data
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separation distance (mm)

f igure 3.21 - PIot of maximum amplitude vs. antenna separation
inverse xa relationship for far field region only.

260

distance (in air) showing

The r a relationship between separation distance and received power has obvious

consequences. The significant implications in include the system's design requirements

for power output and antenna gain, as SNR will drop off rapidly with separation distance

between the interrogator and sensor. At the distances required for practical use, which are

expected to be in the 40 to 60 cm range, this might necessitate the enhancement of SNR

through different antenna designs which can improve gain and lower attenuation factors.
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As well, the interrogation system may be modified to make use of curve f,rtting

techniques to accurately determine the peak frequency under conditions of low SNR.

3.2.3 Measuring Q with Effects of Goupling Gapacitance

As before in chapter 2, the effect of capacitive coupling of the input to the resonator can

be explored by setting the input feed at varying distances from the center conductor and

measuring the detected power over a range of frequencies. However, in this case, the

sensor is queried using the wireless interrogation system for varying pin depths. From the

resulting curyes (Figure 3.22), Q factor can be obtained from the relationship [ó1]:

cùo 2ún
v- BW BW (3.4)

Where oo and fo represent the center frequency of the peak in radians andHz respectively,

and BW generally refers to the 3 dB bandwidth of the curve (Figure 3.23). The 3 dB

bandwidth is used for signals of voltage or current, and corresponds to the point where

the signal has fallen to lltr2 (approximately .707) of its maximum value. Because power

is proportional to V2 or 12, on a power plot the 3 dB bandwidth would correspond to when

the signal has fallen to lz of the maximum signal since (1/r/2¡2: ttZ. As the voltage at

the RF detector output is a representation of the power received, in this case the full

width half max bandwidth is used [61]. From this value, the Q can then be calculated.

Since the measurement is the porver in the signal that is returned from the sensor, rather

than simply an absence of a reflected energy, we are more convinced that the measure for

the obtained curves is a measure of the cavity's resonance than in the case of S¡. In S¡¡,
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the absence of a reflection indicates the resonant system is closely matched to the

feedline, and maxirnum power transfer occurs. However, it is not necessarily a good

measure of the amount of energy that is stored in the resonant device as shown by the

disparity between the apparent Q and the signal decay time discussed in Chapter 2. In this

case, the quantity measured is not the ratio of reflected power to incident power, but

rather a measure of energy accumulation of the cavity. When the interrogation system is

switched from "send" to "receive", the detected signal is indicative of the actual energy

which has been stored in the cavity in the form of a standing wave.

frequency (GHz)

Figure 3.22 - Plot of detector output through low pass filter with varied
decreases with increasing pin depth (increased coupling capacitance).
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Figure 3.23 - Plot showing 3 dB and full width half max thresholds and bandwidths.

The data shows bandwidth of the curves increases linearly with the coupling capacitance

(Figure 3.25), and that Q increases with decreasing coupling capacitance. At high and

low coupling capacitances, the slope for the both the bandwidth and Q curves decreases

as expected. When the coupling capacitance is small, it plays a smaller role in loading the

resonator and hence does not significantly change the reactance ofthe equivalent circuit.

When it is large, its effects will dominate over those of the resonator.

Bandwidth and Q was calculated for the data and then repeated after the data was

smoothed with a 16 point rnoving average filter (Figure 3.24). As additive noise can

make the peak appear much broader than it actually is, the purpose of the filter was to

reduce these effects and to obtain a accurate measure of the bandwidth. This is more

important for curves of smaller amplitude, where the signal to noise ratio is considerably

lower. Clear examples of effects of noise on apparent bandwidth can be seen in the

composite plots from increasing time constant and increasing antenna separation in

Figure 3.77 and Figure 3.19 respectively.
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Figure 3.24 - Plot showing data ¡rormalized and inverted before and after smoothing filter.

With the exception of the curve of smallest amplitude (Figure 3.22 far right), no

significant change was found between resulting Q for smoothed and unsmoothed data. In

each case, the resulting Q and BW of the smoothed data set for this curue has been

indicated by a different marker. The dashed line indicates possible continuation of the

curve for lower values of coupling capacitance considering the srnoothed and

unsmoothed data points. Unfortunately, this is only what can be predicted as the expected

value, since there is insufficient data to conclude how much higher the Q will rise before

tapering off.
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Figure 3.25 - PIot of output bandwidth for pin depth. Frequency decreases with increasing pin
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From the plot of Q we can see that the couplin g capaciTance that results in greatest power

in the returned signal does not necessarily irnply greatest resonance. Although to date it

has been attempted to set the connector to a position where the greatest signal amplitude

is detected, it may be desirable to use sensor in undercoupled condition to take advantage

of a higher resonance factor. Future work should also include a repetitìon of this

experiment with more data points taken in the undercoupled condition to confirm the

limit of Q.

3.3 Phase Sensiúíve Detection

Phase sensitive signal detection techniques were employed to minimize the effects of

most types of noise. To do this, a few modifications were made to the basic interrogation

system. First, the high frequency signal from the Rhodes & Schwarz signal generator is

frequency modulated (FM) with an internally generated low frequency signal. This

modulated signal is then transmitted to the sensor through same switch and antenna as

used in the basic system. Secondly, when the signal is received, the output of the RF

detector is passed into a lock-in amplifier and referenced to the low frequency signal

from the Rhodes & Schwarz signal generator. The output of the lock-in amplifier then

gives a reading that is proportional to strain. A block diagram of the phase sensitive

detection set-up is shown inFigure 3.27 .
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Figure 3.27 - Block diagram of the interrogation system modified to use phase sensitive detection
techniques using a lock-in amplifier.

Frequency modulation varies a signals frequency around a center frequency fro¿. The

amount by which the frequency changes from its center frequency is called the FM

deviation. The FM period is the time required to go through one complete deviation cycle,

and is the inverse of the FM rate (Figure 3.29). For a square wave FM modulation, the

frequency of the signal changes instantaneously between two frequencies fl and fz. For a

sinusoidal FM modulation, the output frequency of a signal follows a sinusoidal pattern

between two frequencies f¡ and f2 (Figure 3.28).

lrt
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Uc
OJ
fo
qJ

Figure 3.28 - Diagram of sinusoidal frequency modulation.

FMrate=l/TFM

Figure 3.29 - Diagram of FM rate.

In this system, the high frequency signal from the signal generator was frequency

modulated at arate of 15 kHz with a deviation of 2MHz.

A method of visualizing the function of the lock in amplifier is to first consider the

relationship between frequency and the received signal power that describes the sensor

response (Figure 3.30). As before, this relationship can be measured from the DC value

of the detector output signal when the input frequency is swept over a range of

frequencies and will be unique for a given set of operating conditions which include

antenna separation distance, time delay, input power and coupling capacitance.

Frequency modulation of a signal near the peak of the curve effectively performs a
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frequency sweep over the peak as performed before, but this time over a much naffower

frequency band (Figure 3.30). Therefore, when a sinusoidal frequency modulation of

period T:Trr'¡ is applied to the underlying RF signal, the resulting signal f(t) in the time

domain is a periodic waveform where every point in time corresponds to a point on the

power vs. frequency curve (Figure 3.3 I ).
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Figure 3.30 - Figure
filter.
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Figure 3.3f * Figure showing time domain output signal of RF detector through low pass filter
with FM modulation applied to signal.

Taking the Fourier transform of the time domain signal, we can see the frequency

components of the signal f(t), where the fundamental frequency is f : 1/T. This frequency

f is the rate of the FM modulation, and is the frequency of the sinusoidal signal used as

the reference signal by the lock-in amplifier.

Sensor Response Frequency Modulation
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output in time domain output in frequency domain

T 2T 3T f¿f 4f 6f Sf 10f

Figure 3.32 - Figure showing frequency spectrum of RF detector signal with FM modulation.

Assurning a fixed sensor response, we can vary the center frequency f,¡o¿ and observe its

effects on the output signal and resulting frequency spectrum (Figure 3.33). It can be seen

that the low frequency component at frequency f is minimized when the center of the FM

modulated signal is at the resonant frequency of the sensor. When the modulation

frequency is perfectly matched at the center frequency of the peak, the time domain

output will be a rectified sinusoid signal with a fundamental frequency of f : 2f. The

frequency spectrum of this signal will compose only of frequency components at

multiples of 2f, and no lower frequency components will exist.
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range of FM deviatíon
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Figure 3.33 - Diagram of changing fn,s¿ with respect to peak of detector power curve and effects
on time domain output of detector and frequency spectrum of output signal.

Therefore, using phase sensitive detection, when the RF interrogation signal is centered at

the resonant frequency Ç, a signal of 0V is expected at the output of the lock in amplifier

since no signal exists at the reference frequency f. All other values of f,,-,o¿ will result in a

non-zero values at the output of the lock-in amplifier; where the magnitude of the signal

is dictated by the absolute separation of the RF interrogation frequency from the resonant

frequency, and the sign of the signal is dictated by their relative positions. For small

separations in frequency, the output of the lock-in amplifier is expected to be directly
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proportional to the change in frequency between f;¡6¿ and Ç, and hence the strain in the

sensor. This can be shown by plotting the magnitude of the spectral line at f vs. the center

frequency of the modulation f*o¿ (Figure 3.34).

frequency f¡e6

Figure 3.34 - Figure showing magnitude of low frequency component f of detector output signals
for varying values of f,o¿.

Typical outputs of the lock-in arnplifier and low pass filter signals show reduced noise in

the lock in signal. It is clear from the figure that a voltage of 0 volts is expected when the

RF input signal passes through the resonant frequency of the sensor, but is non-zero

otherwise for frequencies that are close to resonance, therefore to find the resonant

frequency is simply a matter of looking for the zero crossing as opposed to a peak

frequency.
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Figure 3.35 - Block diagram sholving typical output of lo\ry pass filter and lock-in amplifier for a
wideband sweep in frequencies.

3.3.1 Calculation of System Resolution

The resolution and noise limitations of the phase sensitive detection scheme used can be

understood by considering the diagrams in Figure 3.36.
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f,r'fro¿, 'fz

Figure 3.36 - Diagram of square wave frequency modulation on RF signal.

Considering the simplest case, the RF signal is square wave modulated between fr and fz

where:

f,--fr=fr-.f,

then assuming a symmetric function around

modulation frequency will be:

Vl . :Vl -Vl =0tJ =f^*t t f=.ft t.f =.fz

(3.s)

f,., the voltage out of the detector at the

(3.6)

However, if the resonant frequency is shifted by strain by amount Af, then the voltage out

of the detector at the modulation frequency will be:

v o-ol,=,,,,, = vt Í Af # -(', - " #)
since the function is symmetrical, for small signals we can write:

(3.7)
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v | =2^r4Lp-Pt.t =.t,,,,.t " d.f (3.g)

since this is square wave modulation the RMS amplitude will be given by:

r./ I '.dV/ on,rl ¡=,-,,,,,, 
: LJ 

df

Since from Chapter 2 we have:

Ah Af
StrAin 1- 7 --!-hf,

and:

(3.e)

(2.13 )

Af = straínx f, (2.14)

\¡/e can substitute equation (2.14) into (3.9) and rewrite the equation to get:

V^..^l : strain* f..4L' RMS l.¡=.¡',,,*, " ., ,- d.f (3. I 0)

vorrl,=.,;,,^,
straín = 

-

f#
(3.11)

The resolution of this measurement wìll be limited by many sources of noise. If we

assume that thermal noise from the characteristic impedance of the system is the

dominant fonn of noise, then minimum measurable change in strain will be:

õstrain,,, - V't'

fdv
" ' df (3.11b)

where V6 is thermal noise signal, and is given by the expression:
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v,,, : 
^l 

4kRT çBW ¡ x AmpVoltagecain

where R is resistance in ohms (50e¿),

temperature given in Kelvin, BW

ArnpVoltageGain is the voltage gain on

the detector.

dvl_t
df l.=.,

*'[;)

(3.12)

A theoretical estimate for dV/df can be derived from Figure 3.36. The peak amplitude of

the Gaussian signal can be estirnated to be:

V : Vl : Poo x DutyCycle" lS,l' x AmpPwrGainx ConvFactor,nrx tt=t, t_ztt -^.._r-.. 
(3.13)

where Ppp is the power level of the RF signal, Duty Cycle is the percentage of time that

the RF signal is being transrnitted from the interrogation system, Szr is the transmission

characteristics of the two antennas at the operating frequency, AmpPwrGain is the power

gain of the low noise amplifier, and the ConvFactor is the conversion factor of Watts to

Volts of the RF detector. For a gaussian shaped peak, the two points of maximal slope on

the curve are given by the relationships:

(tVl
_l

df l.=.,

-v,nu*2J2lM *'[+)
FWHM

_+v*^*2$t@
FWHM

k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute

is the system bandwidth in Hertz, and

the low noise amplifier between the switch and

(3.14)

(3.15)

For a typical case, this gives:
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dvl_t
,rf 1,,,.*

t0-rø x.l x l.0tl'? x t 000W / W x200mV / mLT¡

2.5"10t Ht
*2Jzt@

exp(l12)
(3. 16)

(3.t7)

4Ll = 8xl 0-t0 mV I Hzx|.43 =1.14mV I MHzdftJ I tnax

For a typical dV/df of 1mV/MHz at fr:2.5 GHz, we find ôstrainl¡, : 8ne/r/Hz.

3.3.2 Measured Resolution

To measure applied strain, the frequency fno¿ can be fixed at one point, and any changes

to strain in the sensor would be reflected in the output voltage of the lock-in amplifier.

Similarly, by sweeping the input frequency to the sensor and detecting 
^ 

zero crossing in

the output signal, the center frequency can be determined. Under unstrained conditions,

this center frequency was determined to be around 2.42183 GHz. To simulate the effect

of strain, and to estimate the resolution of the system, the input frequency was first set

near the resonant frequency by adjusting the input frequency until the output of the lock-

in was neaÍ zero. A step of 100 kHz was then made on the input frequency to the sensor

from the RF source with the sensor with no change in strain conditions. To the lock-in

amplifier, this effectively reproduces the same separation of frequencies as driving the

sensor at a constant frequency while the device is subject to a strain of approximately 40

pe. This measurement was performed with both the ungated and the gated switch

configurations (Figure 3 .37).

For the ungated (one switch) case, a 100 kHz shift in frequency produced a change of -
440 mY in the output, giving a conversion ratio of approximately 11 mV/ ¡^re. Peak to
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peak noise is approximately 50 mV, corresponding to a resolution limit of 4.5 pe. RMS

noise is 10 mV, giving a RMS resolution limit of better than 1 ¡re. For the gated (two

switch) case, a 100 kHz step produced approxirnately 260 mY change in the output signal.

This corresponds to a conversion ration of 6.5 rnV/pe. Peak to peak noise is -14 rnV,

corresponding to a resolution limit of 2.15 pe. RMS noise was found to be -2.5 mV

giving a resolution limit of less than .5 ¡re. SNR is -18 using peak to peak noise , and 144

using RMS noise values. This is still considerably larger than the themal noise limit and

is believed to be due to environmental noise but may also be due to frequency variation in

the RF source. The results of this measurement can be found summarized in .
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Figure 3.37 - Plot of lock-in amplifier output with 100 kHz steps in input RF frequency. Gated
system showing much lower signal level, but improved signal to noise ratio.
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Table 3.1 - Summary of calibration test for lock-in output with 100 kHz steps in input frequency.
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Background noise levels of the system were measured against varying time constants on

the lock in amplifier (Figure 3.38). As expected, total noise levels increase with increases

in bandwidth. It can be seen that the RMS noise level falls below 1 pe for t equal to or

greater than 30 ms.

background noise measured with 1 and2 switches

o 1 switch (ungated)
+ 2 switch (gated)
'''''- theoretical noise limit

o

I
.t aJ ôt

(D
1
o
'õ
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t

101
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Figure 3.38 - Plot of background
theoretical noise Iimits.

io-2 1o-1 1oo 101

tlme constant (sec)

noise measurement vs. time constant on lock-in amplifier with

1O-"L-
10 10"

Although signal to noise in the present example are adequate for many purposes, they are

still above thermal noise limits as indicated in the plot. This irnplies that improvements in

bandwidth, and hence minimum measurement time required can theoretically be obtained.

Reducing measurement time is necessary if this system is to be feasible for measurements

from a vehicle moving at highway speeds. However, before this is possible, the exact

nature and magnitude of the noise sources will need to be studied, and will be the focus

of future work.
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3.4 Resu/fs from Compression lesú

To validate the strain measuring capabilities of the interrogation system, a load frame was

again used to apply a compressive force to the concrete cylinder and strain the concrete

cylinder and embedded sensor (Figure 3.39).

Figure 3.39 - Photograph of equipment set up for compressive load test of sensor with
measurements obtained using wireless interrogation system.

This time the measurements were taken with the interrogation system rather than with the

network analyzer. A cable extension connected the sensor embedded in the concrete

cylinder to the receiving antenna. Absorbing foam was placed around the two

communicating antenna to isolate them from environmental effects. Using an

oscilloscope, the output of the lock-in amplifier was recorded onto floppy disks for post

processing and analysis. Strain measurements were also simultaneously obtained from a

metal foil strain gauge applied on the outside of the concrete cylinder as a reference

measurement of applied strain through a data acquisition system. Strain measurements

were obtained by cycling in compressive strain. Tests were performed with a steady ramp

up of strain at varying rates with an abrupt release in pressure. Typical rneasurements
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from the two measurements show good agreement between the shape and scaling. To

compare the results on the same scale, the output voltage from the lock in amplifier was

converted to a strain measurement by applying two scaling factors. First, to convert from

voltage to the equivalent frequency shift (260 mV/100 kHz as calibrated above), and then

by applying the expected relationship between strain the frequency shift (2.42

kHzlmicrostrain) as determined by Equation 2.14 in Chapter 2. In some cases, the

resulting curve was translated to be aligned with the plot of metal foil strain data.

Cornparing the strain measured by the metal foil strain gauge and the output of the lock in

amplifier, we can see that there is good agreement between the measured values as they

show consistency in shape and do not diverge greatly from one another (Figure 3.40).

Figure 3.40 - Plot showing typical output from the lock-in amplifier and metal foil strain gauge
plotted together showing good agreement between measurements (negative values indicate
compressive strain).
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Plotting the measured values of strain against the corresponding measured value from the

interrogation system, we get a best fit line with a slope of .94 (Figure 3.41). We expect to

see a slope of 1 for perfect agreement between the two. However, this may be explained

by the fact that the two sensors are measuring strain in different materials (brass vs.

concrete) and in different places in the cylìnder (center vs. external wall). To determine if

this is the case, the experirnent should be repeated with a metal foil strain sensor applied

directly to the side of the sensor cavity as well as on the side of the concrete cylinder to

detennine if there is any difference in strain in the two locations andlor materials as an

additional gauge factor may be necessary to accurately determine strain.
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Figure 3.41 - Plot of strain measurement from wireless interrogation system plotted vs. metal foil
strain gauge measureme¡lt.
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3.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, a basic interrogation system for wirelessly detennining the strain in a

resonant cavity sensor was described. In section 3.2 reduction of environmental

reflections and noise through the use of time domain gating were discussed and

demonstrated. With gating in place, the effects of varying gating time, antenna separation

distance, and coupling capacitance were investigated and fit to with expected

relationships showing good agreement. It was shown that the amplitude of the received

signal decreased with increasing antenna separation at arate proportional to x-4, therefore

having significant implications in the limitations in system range. As well, a measure of

the cavity Q was assessed with the obtained data. Although the Q measured in this

chapter did not agree with value of Q obtained in Chapter 2, it was determined that Sl I is

not a very good measure of the cavity's resonance as the obtained values for S¡¡ signal

bandwidth clearly do not match with the ringdown time from the lumped element model

of a resonant transmission line, nor does it match with the measured results of decaying

signal amplitude with varying time constant. Section 3.3 presented phase sensitive signal

detection with a theoretical basis for its use, calculations of resolution and background

noise limits, as well as measured results showing resolution of better than I ps. A

description of the wireless interrogation system as used in compressive strain tests was

presented in section 3.4 showing good agreement between data from metal foil strain

sensors and those obtained from the wireless system.
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Ghapter 4 Conclusions and Future Work

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate a novel strain measuring system for use in

civil Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) applications. To that end, a wireless strain

sensor and associated interrogation system has been presented. This sensor presented is a

metal coaxial cavity that is robust, inexpensive to manufacture, and easy to install and use.

Chapter 1 presented the state of current strain sensors for civil SHM purposes, as well as

the need to improve on their utility through improved robustness, cost effectiveness, ease

of installation, and ease of use. The major flaws of current sensing systems being the time

consuming and labour intensive installation procedure, as well as necessity for a physical

connection between sensors and their respective interrogation systems. This is

problematic because it is costly and disruptive to the construction process. As well, the

presence of data carrying cables in the concrete complicates any subsequent maintenance.

As well, a review of current wireless sensing technologies was presented detailing their

methodology, applications, and potential weaknesses for use in civil structures. A brief

overview of the strain sensor investigated in this thesis was then presented as a potential

solution to developing cost effective solutions for strain monitoring systems appropriate

for use in civil applications.
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In Chapter 2, a theoretical basis for the sensor's operation was presented along with

circuit modeling to describe the sensor's behaviour to parameters such as input frequency

and coupling capacitance. It was found that the general transrnission line equations can be

used to obtain a reasonable approximation of the sensor's frequency response, however,

there are additional losses in the system which are not considered in the model. To get a

closer representation of the measured data, the distributed parameter R in the model was

augmented by a factor of 2.5. An equivalent lumped element rnodel of the transmission

line was also presented - giving a calculated theoretical Q factor of the cavity of

approximately 680.

At the end of the chapter, a brief explanation was given for how the sensor would be

installed and used in concrete structures. As a test of the sensor's response to strain, a

sensor embedded in concrete, and measurements of the resonant frequency vs. applied

were obtained. These measurements were referenced to those obtained from a metal foil

strain gauge, and demonstrated high linearity with low hysteresis up to 200 pe.

Chapter 3, presented the basic interrogation system necessary to interrogate the sensor

and determine the resonant frequency. It was observed that the effects of environmental

reflections caused considerable distortion in the output signals. This then led to the

addition of time domain gating which improved the output considerably. It was found

that a time delay of approximately 8 ns was sufficient to reduce additive noise. Although

initially this noise was believed to be due to environmental reflections, it may also be due
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to effects of RF pass though in the switch, or caused by resonance in the antennas used

in the experiment. These factors need to be further investigated to fully understand their

effect.

Measuring the decay time on the time domain signals from the detector, we found time

constants of 55 ns and 37 ns for the cavity signal and noise effects respectively. Effects of

changing the time delay of the gating, gave an exponential decay with a time constant of

approximately 22 ns. This difference requires further investigation as it can not be

adequately explained at this time. The time constant of 22 ns corresponds to a Q of 334

which was considerably lower than the theoretical Q presented in Chapter 2. From this, it

could be concluded that although the bandwidth of the Sr1 curV€ gave a clear indication

of where the feed was best matched to the sensor cavity, it did not give a very reasonable

approximation of Q as a Íteasure of the cavity's ability to store energy of a particular

frequency. It was shown experimentally that increasing coupling capacitance has the

effect of decreasing Q of the resonant system. Therefore, it was found that although

maximum signal strength is obtained at critical coupling, it may be worth investing the

use of the sensor in the undercoupled condition.

Observing the effects of varying separation distance between the antenna for the

interrogation system and the antenna for the sensor, it was found that the power actually

decreases proportionally to xa. This is because the signal is transmitted and received with

an attenuation factor of x-2 in both directions. This has significant consequence for the
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design requirements regarding maximum separation distance, minimum power output of

the interrogator, and antenna gain.

Phase sensitive detection using a frequency modulated input signal and a lock in

ampliher was also detailed. Experirnental results show a strain resolution of better than 1

ps resolution with a bandwidth of 30 Hz. However, background noise levels were

measured and found to be well above the theoretical noise limits calculated, implying that

the necessary measuretnent tirne can be decreased. As well, through phase sensitive

detection, improvements in signal to noise ratio were shown with the use of a gated

detection network over an ungated network despite a severe reduction in received power.

As well, results of compressive strain on the sensor using the phase sensitive

interrogation system demonstrated good agreement with results obtained with a metal foil

strain gauge. Clearly there exists the potential for this device to be a viable alternative to

current strain sensors for civil applications of structural health monitoring.

4.1 Recommendations for Future Work

It is recommended that future research in this area include:

1. A thorough analysis of noise sources and methods of attaining levels closer to

theoretical noise limits.

2. Improvements in the circuit model with representations of other losses and

parasitic effects to better represent measured data.
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3. Further investigate the source of signal distortion without second switch including

effects of switching tirne in the switches, and antenna resonance.

4. Reconcile difference in tirne constant as measured from the time domain signal

and from the maximum arnplitude of signals with varying time delay between

switches. In the former, we measure a time constant of approximately 55 ns, in

the latter a time constant of approximately 22 ns.

5. Perfom measurements for Af;", vs. strain with a metal foil strain sensor applied to

the outside of the resonant cavity as well as on the outside of the concrete cylinder

to get a better rreasure of what effects are occurring.

6. Repeat strain measurefirents with a sensor set in the undercoupled condition to see

if irnproved Q improves signal to noise at the output.

7. hnplernent peak detection algorithms to improve accuracy of detection of

resonant frequency.

8. Development of an antenna for use with the ernbedded sensor.
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appendi x-coupl'i ng-cap_1 ossyTLi ne. txt
values of coupling capacitänce used to géneräte cui'ves in nominal lossy t-line model

coupling capacjtance in model for each trace (starting at lowest value = RHS):

>> cc'
âhS =

1-. 0e-0L2 *
0 . 00400000000000
0 . 00700000000000
0 . 01000000000000
0 . 01-300000000000
0 . 01600000000000
0 . 01_900000000000
0 . 02 2 00000000000
0 . 02 500000000000
0 . 02 700000000000
0 . 02900000000000
0 . 0 3 L00000000000
0 . 03 300000000000
0.03500000000000 <-- critical coupf ing eoìnt
0 . 0 3 700000000000
0 . 0 3 900000000000
0 . 04100000000000
0 . 04300000000000
0 . 04500000000000
0 . 04700000000000
0 . 04900000000000
0 . 0 5200000000000
0.05 500000000000
0 . 0 5 800000000000
0 . 061_00000000000
0 . 06600000000000
0 . 07100000000000
0 . 07600000000000
0 . 08100000000000
0 . 08600000000000
0 . 091-00000000000
0 . 09600000000000
0. 1-01_00000000000
0. 1-0600000000000

Per
>>c
c=

unit length capacitance

5 . 0 5 68845 9237 t320e-0tL
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appendi x-coupl ì ng-cap-augR. txt
Values of coupling capacitanbb used to þeneiate curves in

augmented R model

coupling capacjtance in model for each trace (starting at

lowest value = RHS):

>> cc'
âÍlS =

l-.0e-01-2 *
0 . 02 400000000000
0 . 02 700000000000
0 . 0 3000000000000
0.03300000000000
0 . 0 3 600000000000
0 . 0 3 900000000000
0 . 04200000000000
0 . 04500000000000
0 . 04700000000000
0 . 04900000000000
0 . 0 5 100000000000
0 . 0s 300000000000
0.05500000000000 <-- critical coupf ing eoìnt
0 . 0 5 700000000000
0 . 0 5 900000000000
0 . 061_00000000000
0 . 06 300000000000
0 . 06 s00000000000
0 . 06700000000000
0 . 06900000000000
0 . 07200000000000
0 . 07 500000000000
0 . 07800000000000
0 . 08100000000000
0 . 08600000000000
0 . 09100000000000
0 . 09600000000000
0. 1_0100000000000
0. r_0600000000000
0. 1_1100000000000
0. r_1_600000000000
0. r_2100000000000
0. 1_2600000000000

Per
>>c
Ç=

unjt length capacitance

5 . 0568845 9237132Oe-0LL
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